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1. Introduction
1.1 Purpose
The purpose of the Play Strategy is to bring together all agencies in
Sedgemoor who have an interest and involvement in Children’s Play, to
improve play opportunities for all children in the area. The intention is that this
process will create a long-term Play Partnership that will work together to plan
for the future, and in particular to oversee the implementation of the
Partnership’s first 5 year Action Plan arising from the Strategy.

1.2 The Sedgemoor Play Partnership
This Strategy has been prepared by a local Play Partnership comprised of
representatives from:
Sedgemoor District Council - Regeneration
Sedgemoor District Council – Portfolio Holder for
Leisure, Culture & Sport
Sedgemoor District Council – Leisure & Lifestyles
Somerset Wildlife Trust
Locality Team, Bridgwater
Bridgwater College Forest School
Bridgwater YMCA
Sedgemoor Learning Alliance – Extended Schools
Somerset Play Forum
Somerset Playing Field Association
Avon & Somerset Constabulary – Youth Strategy
Officer
Racial Inclusion Project
Sedgemoor District Council – Community Safety
Bridgwater Arts Centre
Somerset Rural Youth Project
Barnardos
SCC – Early Years
SCC – Children and Young People’s Directorate
SDC Housing
SDC Health & Safety
The Terms of Reference for the Play Partnership are attached as Appendix 1.
The Play Partnership has an ongoing role in relation to the implementation
and monitoring of the strategy over its 5 year life.
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1.3 Definition of Play
There are a number of possible definitions of Play and for this strategy the
Play Partnership has agreed that this will be based on that contained in the
“Dobson Report1” and the Children’s Play Council’s document Best Play
(2001).
Definition of Play
“Play is what children and young people do when they follow their own ideas,
in their own way and for their own reasons. Through play children explore
social, material and imaginary worlds and their relationship with them, as well
as experimenting with various ways of responding to the challenges their play
provides”.

1.4

Scope of Strategy

This Strategy seeks to inform the shape and direction of the
Play
Partnership’s policy priorities and proposed service developments for Play
and Youth Facilities over the next five to ten years. It sets out the role and
case for Play in the context of the Somerset Children and Young People’s
Plan and the District Community Strategy and other relevant policy. It aims to
provide a strategy for Sedgemoor in general, recognising the potential
contributions of all partners involved in providing and developing Play and
Youth Facility opportunities for children and young people of the District.
It aims to complement relevant regional and national strategies while placing
the needs and aspirations of local people at its core. In so doing it will set the
development of local play opportunities in the wider regional and national
context.
1.4.1 The scope of the strategy includes:
SCYPP have already adopted a play policy for Somerset the vision of which
Sedgemoor’s strategy sets out to deliver. This strategy includes:




Unsupervised spaces and facilities used for play.
Supervised play-schemes and out-of-school provision.
Youth facilities and informal Activity Schemes.

The primary focus for the strategy is “free” play falling under the “3 Frees”
concept, that is:
o Free – no charge
o Free – children/young people choose play activity

1

Getting Serious about Play - A Review of Children’s Play - January 2004
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o Free – children/young people free to attend or not (child/young
person’s choice)
The age range for the Strategy is for children and young people up to 18
years old; and, up to 25 years for children with disabilities.
In general terms, the Strategy is intended to provide an overview for the
development of Play facilities and services within the District, and to
complement specific, detailed service based strategies and studies.
The Strategy aims to inform the development of specific work programmes
and action plans for those services and partners involved in the delivery of
Play and informal recreation services to children and young people. It will aim
to encourage greater partnership working across all agencies and
organisations in the public, private, voluntary and commercial sectors that
have a part to play in providing opportunities for children and young people in
the District.
The Strategy has been produced through an extensive consultation process.
Consultation has included key stakeholders such as parents and local
residents associations. As will be seen from the above membership of the
Local Play Partnership, important strategic partners have been directly
involved; and most importantly direct consultation has been undertaken with
children and young people through, schools, children’s centres, youth
services.

1.5 Vision, Aims and objectives of the Strategy
1.5.1 Vision, aims and objectives of the Sedgemoor Play Strategy
Vision Statement
“Working through the Sedgemoor Play Partnership to ensure all children in the
Sedgemoor District have fair access to high quality inclusive Play opportunities”.
General Aims.

The aims of the strategy are:




To enable the provision of an integrated range of high quality informal
opportunities in play that is sufficient to meet the needs and aspirations
of the District’s children and young people;
To ensure that such provision is effectively planned and co-ordinated;
To ensure that the strategy supports the aims of relevant national
strategy such as Every Child Matters and key local strategic documents
such as the Children’s and Young People’s Plan and the Community
Strategy.
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Objectives








To ensure inclusive play opportunities are provided where they are needed
and help facilitate the provision of high-quality facilities that are accessible
to users;
To ensure that play opportunities should meet demand, encourage
participation and enable children and young people “to engage in play and
recreational activities appropriate to the age of the child” (Article 31 UN
Convention);
To provide evidence of the need for play opportunities and facilities
identifying shortfall and surpluses in provision to enable an informed
approach for the future;
To analyse existing provision and establish the future policy of children’s
play provision within the local authority area;
To provide a practical Action Plan to detail concrete outcomes that the
Council and its partners will aim to achieve over the next 5 years;
To help identify a portfolio of projects to be submitted for funding to the
BIG Lottery Children’s Play Programme.

General Principles







The Strategy is for Sedgemoor as a whole – not just the District Council.
Through the establishment of a Play Partnership it will aim to encompass
the roles and contributions of all partners involved in Play in the district;
The scope of the strategy will be sufficiently wide to encompass informal
facilities and activities for children and youth (for example, Playgrounds,
Youth facilities, play schemes, children’s centres, and informal activity
programmes);
The scope of the strategy will include all children from 0-18 years old;
Consultation will be a key element and will aim to be as extensive as
possible (involving direct consultation with children and young people);
The strategy will place local issues in the context of relevant local strategy,
regional strategy and the national agenda.

1.6 Play Partnership Policy
1.6.1 General Statement of Play Policy
(Directly adapted from the Audit Commission’s Best Value Performance
Indicators Library - BVPI 115)
The Sedgemoor Play Partnership recognises the significance and value of
play and the poverty of play opportunities in the general environment. It is
committed to ensuring that all children have access to rich, stimulating
environments, both in and out of doors, free from unacceptable risks, thereby
offering them the opportunity to explore through their freely chosen play, both
themselves and the world. Policy will be based on the understanding that
Sedgemoor Play Strategy
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every child needs opportunities to play both on their own and, crucially, with
others.
The Partnership is committed to ensuring that environments, services and
provision for play are attractive, welcoming and accessible to every child
irrespective of age, gender, background or origin, or of individual capacities
and abilities.
The Partnership will work towards increasing play opportunities for and
eliminating barriers to the take-up of play provision by disabled children and
children with specific cultural needs. This will take the form of developing
increased inclusive provision or, if necessary, separate provision, recognising
that separate provision may sometimes be a valuable staging post for
particularly vulnerable children. Use of specialist services should only be at
the choice of the child or their advocate and all mainstream services must be
welcoming and accessible to all children.
The Partnership recognises that:






children play in a variety of public spaces as well as in dedicated
provision;
play environments should provide safe, stimulating play opportunities
that place children at the centre of the play process;
children need to encounter and learn to manage an acceptable level of
risk in their play;
children’s views should be sought and listened to; and,
children should have access to the widest possible range of play
experiences and play environments, both indoors and outside.

Judgements about quality in provision will be based on the degree to which
children are provided with opportunities to experience directly:









the natural elements – earth, air, fire and water;
fabricated and natural materials and tools – consumables, ‘loose parts’;
challenge – in the physical environment, in the social context and in
private;
free movement – running, jumping, climbing, rolling,
balancing
emotions – both painful and pleasurable, the chance to validate a
range of feelings;
a variety of stimulation to the senses – hearing, taste, smell, touch,
sight;
play with identity – drama, dressing up, role plays, masks, face
painting;
varied social interactions – freely chosen across the age, ability,
gender, ethnic and cultural barriers, co-operating, resolving conflict,
chatting, negotiating, sharing; and,
change – building/demolishing, transforming environments, the effect of
the seasons and weather, growth and decay, predicting and planning,
interesting physical environments – plantings, varied levels,
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enclosed/open spaces, mounds, steps, walls, shelters, surfaces,
platforms, seating, privacy, vistas, flexibility.

1.6.2 Strategy Policy Statements
The Policy Statements are structured in relation to the 5 key themes of the
Somerset Children and Young People’s Plan.
A: Being healthy in Somerset
P1. The Strategy recognises that Play and Informal Activity opportunities have a vital
part to play in improving the health and well-being of children and young people
through the promotion of active and healthy lifestyles.
P2. Play Partners will work towards ensuring that a wider range of play opportunities
are available for disabled children and children in need, and that all provision aims
towards becoming fully inclusive and accessible.
B: Staying safe in Somerset
P3. Play Partners will seek to improve Play and Youth Facilities (and access to them)
in the District in relation to children and young people’s safety and security and to
develop appropriate management regimes. The partnership also recognises that play
and youth facilities need to be stimulating and challenging and that “controlled risk” is
an essential part of their design and management.
P4. Play Partners will aim to make public spaces in general as child friendly as
possible; ensuring that parks, thoroughfares, schools, youth settings, housing
estates, shopping areas and other public spaces within the District are as safe and
conducive as possible to children’s play and outdoor activity.
P5. The Strategy recognises the role Play can have in promoting community
cohesion through providing opportunities for children from varied cultural and ethnic
backgrounds to play together. It also recognises the need to provide a range of play
opportunities that are culturally appropriate to the District’s local communities.
C: Enjoying and achieving in Somerset
P6. Enjoyable Play opportunities will be provided on the basis of a strategic analysis
of local need, with the aim of providing an equitable distribution of opportunities
across the District. Priority will be given to provision where it is most needed.
P7. The Strategy recognises that as well as being fun, Play and Informal Activity
opportunities have a key role in enriching the lives of young people and providing
them with a range of personal development opportunities. Play and activity schemes
provide stimulating and rewarding alternatives to anti-social behaviour, as well as
providing a strong sense of achievement.
P8. The Strategy recognises the importance of ensuring that Play opportunities in the
District are effectively promoted and publicised, encouraging integrated promotion
from the various partners involved in provision.
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D: Making a positive contribution in Somerset
P9. Children, young people and their parents/carers will be positively engaged in the
planning of play opportunities provided in the District through
appropriate
consultation and active involvement. Consultation will encompass “hard-to-reach”
communities and children and young people at risk from social exclusion.
P10. The Strategy acknowledges the vital role played by the Community and
Voluntary sector, the County Council, and several other partner agencies in relation
to the provision of play opportunities. Wherever possible the District Council will work
in partnership to support their efforts.
P11. The Strategy recognises the specific issues relating to play provision in
geographically outlying areas and will seek to improve access to play for children and
young people in such areas.
E: Achieving economic well-being in Somerset
P12. The Strategy will seek to maximise the potential of planning obligations and
agreements with developers in order to facilitate the improvement and enhancement
of Play and Youth Facility provision and to support its future maintenance.
P13. The Strategy will aim to ensure training needs are identified for play and youth
workers, and that partners provide appropriate training to meet these needs in
relation to professional development.

1.6.3 Policy Positions relating to Policy Statements
The Strategy adopts ‘policy positions’ in relation to the broad statements
above and for convenience these are brought together below. As will be seen
these are based on established and recognised good practice.

P2

P3

Being healthy
The Strategy adopts recommended models of good practice for provision for
children with disabilities; specifically those produced by KIDS (the service
delivery charity for disabled children and their families) in relation to play
activities; and Developing Accessible Play Space - A Good Practice Guide
(2003) published by the Office of the Deputy Prime Minister (ODPM).
Staying safe
The Strategy adopts the Play England recommended statement on Managing
Risk in Play Provision drafted by the nationally recognised Play Safety Forum.
The Strategy confirms that all staff and volunteers working with children will be
CRB screened in relation to recruitment and ongoing checks.
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P4

The Strategy confirms that Secured by Design principles will be followed in
relation to all new play provision and refurbishments
The Strategy confirms that in relation to future housing developments, full
account will be taken of elements of residential design and the design of public
open space early in the planning cycle, to specifically recognise the needs of
children and young people as key users of public open space and the outdoor
environment.

P6

P8

Enjoying and achieving
The Strategy adopts a model of good practice relating to the design of play
areas, that will be followed in relation to new provision and refurbishments.
The Strategy provides a Priority Assessment Tool to be used as a basis for the
Play Area /improvement Programme, and all other decision-making regarding
future provision of play spaces.
The Strategy confirms that the positive engagement of children and young
people in planning their own play opportunities will be publicised wherever
possible.
The Strategy confirms that schools will promote the availability of all play
opportunities within their catchment (on and off-site).

P9

P10

P12

Making a positive contribution
The Strategy confirms that Play Partnership members will sign up to the Hear
by Rights Framework which is a nationally recognised good practice guide for
consulting and engaging with children, young people and their families.
The Strategy confirms that Play Areas in outlying geographical areas will be
developed with local people, and appropriate partnership projects will be
implemented to meet local needs and circumstances.
Achieving economic well-being.
The Council will adopt local standards for Planning (in accordance with the
principles of PPG17) that are appropriate to the local circumstances and needs
of the District. Standards proposed for play in this strategy, should be included
in any wider PPG 17 assessment and any subsequent Open Space Strategy.
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1.7 Glossary of terms
In a document like this the use of a few technical and perhaps unfamiliar
abbreviations is unavoidable. Where first used they have been defined at the
relevant point in the text. However, for convenience they are also reproduced
below.
Term
BME
CPC
CVS
CYPP
DDA
DfES
DOP
FOP
GIS
Homezone
IDACI
JOP
KIDS
LAP
LEAP
LTP
MUGA
NEAP
NPFA
NYA
OFSTED
POD
PPG 17
SOA
IOP
YOP
YSQM

What it means
Black and Minority Ethnic
Children’s Play Council
Council for Voluntary Services
Children and Young People’s Plan
Disability Discrimination Act
Department for Education and Skills
Doorstep Outdoor Play Space
Family Outdoor Play Space
Geographical Information system – Mapping system
Street designed with facilities for pedestrians and children
foremost in mind
Income Deprivation Affecting Children Index – indicator of
child deprivation
Junior Outdoor Play Space
National charity for disabled children and their families
Local Area of Play
Local Equipped Area of Play
Local Transport Plan
Multi-Use Games Area
Neighbourhood Equipped Area of Play
National Playing Fields Association
National Youth Agency
Office for Standards in Education - The official body for
inspecting schools, childcare and play services
Temporary mobile youth club base
Planning Policy Guidance Note 17 (Sport and Recreation)
Super Output Area (smaller area than ward used in
statistical analysis)
Infant Outdoor Play Space
Youth Outdoor Play Space
National Quality Mark for Services for Young People
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2. Planning for the Future: Summary of Strategy
Outcomes & Agreements
This section highlights the main issues arising from the Strategy development
process, and summarises all the Strategy’s agreements (found throughout the main
body of this document) as to how the Play Partnership can respond in order to
improve play provision across the District. The section is structured in relation to the
5 key themes of the Somerset Children and Young People’s Plan.
The → symbol shows a link to an action in the Action Plan, these Actions can
include:
1. An action/agreement about a policy position that is adopted as part of the
overall Play Strategy.
2. An action/agreement adopted as ‘Strategic’ action, that is of a more
complex/long-term nature, and will take place over an extended period of
time.
3. An action/agreement adopted as a ‘Tactical’ action, that is of a less complex
nature and can be started and completed within a reasonably short-period of
time

2.1

Being Healthy

Health and Wellbeing
The Strategy recognises that Play and Informal Activity opportunities have a vital part
to play in improving the health and well-being of children and young people through
the promotion of active and healthy lifestyles.→1,2
Children in need
The need for improved access to provision for children and young people with
disabilities (and their families) and other children in need was raised widely
throughout the consultation both by children and young people with disabilities, their
families and indeed by the wider community. Often these children are socially
isolated because of their parent's inability to support them in accessing other
services. Therefore it is agreed that:
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2.2

Staying Safe

2.2.1 Risk and Play Provision
The Strategy recognises the potential conflict between offering challenging
and stimulating play opportunities and health and safety concerns. It therefore
adopts the following Position statement as recommended by the Play Safety
Forum (2002). This is also reflected in a recent statement published by
‘Playlink’, to consider whether their approach to policy and practice provides ‘a
robust, explicit framework for organisations to demonstrate that they have
acted reasonably in offering children acceptable levels of risk in their provision
for play, whether in designated play space or shared public space.’



Managing Risk in Play Provision→7
Children need and want to take risks when they play. Play provision aims to
respond to these needs and wishes by offering children stimulating,
challenging environments for exploring and developing their abilities. In doing
this, play provision aims to manage the level of risk so that children are not
exposed to unacceptable risks of death or serious injury.

2.2.2 Safety and Security
Issues around safety and security in relation to open access play areas and youth
facilities were identified throughout the consultation process. It is therefore agreed
that:






Secured by Design principles will be adopted in relation to all new play
provision and refurbishments→11
All staff and volunteers working with children will be CRB screened in relation
to recruitment and ongoing checks.→27
Consideration will be made by all partners as to targeting detached and
outreach staff at open access play and youth facilities.→18
Lighting will be provided at youth facilities, in the first instance at appropriate
facilities in the more deprived wards.→8
The Play Partnership will convene a working group to identify other measures
aimed at addressing identified concerns with bullying and “stranger
danger”→10

2.2.3 Safe Access Routes to Play
The consultation process has shown that good access to nearby play facilities and
relevant services is very important. Access to good, safe walking and cycling routes
to play opportunities and relevant services is essential in order to maximise their use.


The Play Partnership will support initiatives aimed at improving safe and
secure off road routes to play opportunities.→10

2.2.4 Play in residential developments
The consultation has highlighted not only the need for accessible local spaces for
play and for young people, but also that users would like to be involved in the
planning and design of relevant spaces. It is therefore agreed that:
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In relation to future housing developments, full account will be taken of play
space and the general design of public open space early in the planning and
design process to specifically recognise the needs of children and young
people as key users of public open space and the outdoor environment. This
will involve considerations such as Secured by Design principles, homezones,
seating and meeting places within the development, as well as provision of
specific play and youth facilities.→26

2.2.5 Community Cohesion
Play and youth activity can help promote community cohesion, by providing
opportunities for children and young people from different backgrounds to mix and
gain understanding of each other through shared play and leisure activity. Equally,
note has been made of the need to be culturally aware of forms of play and leisure
activity relating to children and young people from different backgrounds.


2.3

The Play partnership will support suitable projects in the future that maximise
play’s contribution to building community cohesion.→12
Enjoying and achieving

2.3.1 Quality of Play Provision
The Strategy highlights various elements of good practice and quality models in
relation to Play Provision. It is therefore agreed that:

→

2.3.2 Play Spaces
The overall Strategy for provision of these free play opportunities in relation to future
planning is to adopt the long term aim to future new Local Standards for provision
that may be developed arising from this work, as well as the findings and conclusions
of the District Council’s Open Space Study (related to PPG17). This is combined with
the adoption of national guidance and recognised models of good practice in relation
to the design and quality of provision (for example in relation to inclusivity and risk
management).
For Play Spaces and outdoor open access youth facilities the new Local Standards
must be based upon the principle of providing reasonable access (in terms of walking
time) to various kinds of high quality inclusive play and youth facilities designed to
meet the needs of different age groups for all of the District’s children and young
people.
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2.3.3 Prioritisation for Improvements/additions to Play Spaces
The achievement of play and youth provision across the District based upon new and
locally justified Standards is a long term goal. In the shorter term there will be a need
to determine which of the play areas and youth facilities should be brought “up to
standard” and where new provision should be. That is, what are the priorities for new
or improved play areas and youth facilities?
‘Planning for Play’ suggests that this question should be answered by prioritising
provision in those areas where it is most needed2.
The Strategy therefore proposes a new assessment tool, which could be used by the
District Council to review all its Play Spaces, and prioritise work on refurbishments
and new facilities as part of the ongoing Play Area Improvement Programme.
Priority Assessment Tool
The approach has two parts:
1) A review against the 6 key factors below, coupled with;
2) A quality assessment principal to use when reviewing existing sites as part of
the above.
1) The Six Prioritisation Factors
 Where there are gaps in provision
 The location of the site in terms of safety and access and its suitability to
meet the requirements of proposed new Local Standards
 Provision in the most deprived wards
 Benefit to areas of high child population where there is a poor provision per
head of population or where there is a paucity of any kind of public open
space (e.g. due to high density housing)
 Potential for external funding and/or a high degree of active community
support for the project.
Section 7.4 provides full details on how these factors will be utilised to establish
priorities.
2) The Quality Assessment principle – In reviewing existing sites the following
diagram illustrates how decisions will be made in relation to prioritisations for
refurbishments.

2

Further detailed criteria for prioritisation are provided in Section 7.4
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High Quality

Low
Need

High
Need

Low Quality
example,
For
a site
will be high
or
medium
priority (using the Prioritisation criteria) if the criteria indicate a high need and the site
is currently low quality, whereas if a site is low quality but in an area of low need it
may be considered for disposal (if there is over-provision in that area).

The Priority Assessment Tool will be used by members of the Play Partnership to
help guide decision making regarding provision of new and refurbished play spaces.
Where it is difficult to choose between projects (as the projects appear to meet the
criteria equally well) the poorest quality site should take precedence for
refurbishment.→14. (Sections 7.3 and 7.4 provides a general assessment of the
nature, quality and accessibility of existing play spaces.)

2.3.4 Other Play Services
In relation to Play Services, the following summarises the main observations and
agreements for future development. In line with the primary focus of the Strategy,
these do not generally cover play opportunities provided in settings primarily
providing child care.


Children’s Centres

The largest Children’s Centre in the District is The Willows Children’s Centre, located
in the Bridgwater Hamp Ward, which is the most deprived in the District (measured
by indicators explained elsewhere in this document).
The children’s centre at Bridgwater College also provides a facility, and has a best
practice example of a natural playspace.


Out-of-School provision (5-11s)

There are several wards with no provision, including Axe Vale, Axbridge,
Wedmore & Mark, Cheddar & Shipham, Brent North, Berrow, Knoll , Huntspill
& Pawlett, Kings Isle. Some wards clearly have a much higher level of
provision than others. There are many parts of the District that are not within
easy walking distance of an out of school club, particularly in the north of the
District.
Sedgemoor Play Strategy
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It is therefore agreed that, when opportunities arise, partners will support out-ofschool provision in appropriate locations in the wards with no provision: Axe Vale,
Axbridge, Wedmore & Mark, Cheddar & Shipham, Brent North, Berrow, Knoll ,
Huntspill & Pawlett, Kings Isle.→16



Playschemes and Holiday Clubs (5-11s)

Several wards have no provision (Axbridge, Axe Vale, Wedmore & Mark,
Huntspill, East Polden, Cannington & Quantocks, Kings Isle, Brent North)
have no provision, which are all located in the north east of the District. Some
wards have a much higher level of provision than others. There is some form
of provision in all of the wards with higher deprivation indices.


It is therefore agreed that when opportunities arise partners will support
additional playscheme provision in Axbridge, Axe Vale, Wedmore & Mark,
Huntspill, East Polden, Cannington & Quantocks, Kings Isle, Brent
North).→16

2.3.5 Community Use – School sites (Extended Schools)
The potential for school sites and facilities for providing play opportunities has been
mentioned within the consultation process. The new Extended schools programme
will allow for greater community use of school facilities. This could be of particular
value in the outlying geographical areas where the local school may be one of the
few community resources available. It is agreed:




Schools should promote the availability of all play opportunities within their
catchment (on and off-site).→19
School sites be considered when reviewing potential play scheme venues
and in relation to out-of-school and holiday club provision.→24
That a pilot project be identified to develop open access dual-use play or
youth facilities at an outlying school.→24

2.3.6 Provision for Teenagers
A consistent message from the consultation process was that provision for teenagers
could be much better. Equally clear was that the kind of provision needed was for
informal, unstructured, meeting places without adult organised activities or
“education”. This clearly fits within the free play concept.
In terms of responses to this need, the clear priority is for meeting places; both indoor
and outdoor. For outdoor spaces, Youth Shelter-type provision and Multi-use Games
areas fit the bill. Crucial in such provision is the active involvement of local young
people in the design and location of such facilities. The indoor equivalent is the nonalcohol bar or youth café model. The “old fashioned” youth club with pool, table
football, table tennis etc also meets these needs. It is agreed that:
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→

2.3.7 Play in the natural environment
Many children, young people and parents expressed the view that more should be
made of the potential for free play in natural “wild” areas for imaginative play, denbuilding, hide and seek, climbing trees etc. Sedgemoor District has a number of sites
where this idea could be further developed, for example, local nature reserves and
countryside sites. Also, it is possible to make more of unequipped “amenity” sites and
other areas of green space in this respect.
It is agreed that:

2.3.8 Improving communications, publicity and promotion
Both the facility and service audit conducted for this Strategy has shown that there
are already many play opportunities within the District. The consultation and
representation on the Play Partnership also illustrates the extent of interests involved
with promoting play opportunities. However, there is perhaps not enough coordination and communication between the various council departments and
agencies involved in children’s play and youth provision. There could be better coordination between the various partners regarding publicity and promotion of existing
facilities and schemes. It is therefore agreed that:





The Play Partnership will consolidate its role as an ongoing mechanism for
effective communication and review its membership to ensure all relevant
agencies and organisations are included.
The positive engagement of children and young people in planning their own
play opportunities will be publicised wherever possible.→20
Opportunities for improved joint publicity and promotion will be explored and
an awareness campaign will be planned and implemented promoting
available play opportunities.→19
A full audit of voluntary sector play and youth provision will be undertaken so
that the availability and access to such provision can be promoted.→23
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2.4

Making a positive contribution

2.4.1 Consultation and Engagement with Children and Young people
Ongoing consultation and engagement with children, young people and their families
is crucial for the success of the Strategy and children and young people will continue
to be involved in the planning and delivery of the Strategy Action Plan.
Sedgemoor DC will sign up to the Hear by Rights Framework3, and the Play
Partnership will commit to the meaningful and active involvement of children and
young people in the development of this work – for example in the design of any
new or renovated space.→21
2.4.2 The Voluntary and Community sector
The voluntary and community sector plays an important role in supporting play and
youth opportunities.
The Play Partnership will wherever possible support voluntary sector organisations
involved in promoting play and youth opportunities. A starting point could be to
provide practical assistance for their continued attendance at future Play Partnership
meetings→22

2.5

Achieving economic well-being.

2.5.1 Play/youth Space Standards
The Strategy consultation process and other issues highlighted clearly suggest that
play is “More than Swings and Roundabouts”. The recommendations of the NPFA
(National Playing Field Association) have been used by the District Council to plan
new play space provision in conjunction with residential development (see appendix
2). However the NPFA guidance largely relates to equipped space, and does not
provide much guidance in relation promoting play opportunities within natural
settings, informal space and within heavily developed urban environments where the
space may not exist to plan and provide in the conventional way. Neither does it
provide much guidance on how best to meet the needs of older teenagers. It will be
very important for the District Council to review its current standards to take into
account the various dimensions to outdoor play, and the need to cater for the full age
range of children and young people.
The Council will adopt local standards (in accordance with the principles of PPG17)
that are more appropriate to the local circumstances and needs of the District. A
Supplementary Planning Document will be drawn up including design quality
recommendations4.→25
2.5.3 Play and Youth Workers – training and staff development
The consultation process has shown that local communities value play and youth
activity schemes. This begs questions that cannot be answered here, such as why
are youth services being cut back at a time when the perceived need for them is
perhaps greater than ever? However, the provision of more organised youth and play
activity must be developed in parallel with training and staff development. This covers
3

Nationally recognised good practice guide for consulting and engaging with children, young
people and their families.
4
In accordance with the procedures of the Local Development Scheme.
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both longer term professional qualifications and short courses; for example,
Managing Challenging Behaviour. Another area of training may be in relation to
disability awareness and inclusion. It is therefore agreed that:





→28
Partners will undertake a review of “front line” play/youth work staff training
needs and provide staff with a professional development plan appropriate to
these needs.
Partners will work to ensure that there is sufficient provision of accessible
qualification training in the area.
Funding will be sought to subsidise part-time and volunteer play and youth
workers in relation to training and courses relating to their professional
development needs.
Disability awareness and inclusion training be provided as appropriate for
front line staff.
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3

The Case for Play

3.1 The General Case for Play5
The United Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child, ratified by the UK
Government in December 1991 recognises the importance of play for the
child. Article 31 of the Convention says that:
"States recognise the right of the child to rest and leisure, to engage in play
and recreational activities appropriate to the age of the child and to participate
freely in cultural life and the arts."
Related to that right are the child's rights to freedom of expression and
association, enshrined in Articles 12, 13, 14, and 15 of the UN Convention.
The importance of Play can be illustrated from two perspectives:



The benefits of Play for children
The wider social benefits

3.1.1 The benefits of play for children
It is widely accepted that play is a vital activity in relation to healthy child
development, play is literally how children wire up their brains in the first 7
years of life for example, Play:




Provides children with opportunities to enjoy freedom, and exercise choice
and control over their actions.
Offers children opportunities for testing boundaries and exploring risk.
Offers a very wide range of physical, social and intellectual experiences for
children.



Fosters children's independence and self-esteem.



Develops children's respect for others and offers opportunities for social
interaction.



Supports the child's well-being, healthy growth and development.



Increases children's knowledge and understanding.



Promotes children's creativity and capacity to learn.

Play Deprivation
There is also a growing consensus about some of the possible implications of
play deprivation, based on reasonable assumptions about the role of personal
experience and self-directed activity in the development of a range of
competences. Depending on the types of play opportunity that are lacking,
5

Much of this section is drawn from Best Play – NPFA, CPC, Playlink (2000)
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children could be affected in the following ways:






Poorer ability in motor tasks
Lower levels of physical activity
Poorer ability to deal with stressful or traumatic situations and events
Poorer ability to assess and manage risk
Poorer social skills, leading to difficulties in negotiating social situations
such as dealing with conflict and cultural difference

3.1.2 The Social benefits of Play
In summary, Play:
 Helps reduce the involvement of children and young people in anti-social
behaviour, in the short term; and plays a part in promoting social cohesion
in the longer term.


Supports families and communities, by providing a focus for informal
networks of family support, and by allowing children autonomy within an
environment which parents feel secure about.



Makes an important contribution, in parallel with education, in developing
adults who are creative and effective in the social and economic sphere



Offers opportunities for exploring cultural identity and difference

These outcomes, which are in part the consequences of play, as well as of
family life, genetic inheritance, education and so on, are of importance to a
range of stakeholders. The potential benefits are of relevance to community
health targets, social and economic regeneration and youth justice, for
example.
The Sedgemoor Play Strategy recognises these benefits and on this basis the
Play Partnership believes it is of crucial importance to invest in Play services
within the District.
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4

Background and Policy Context

4.1 Introduction – Local Profile
Geographically, Sedgemoor has an area of 56,478 hectares. There are 53
parishes, containing a mixture of small towns and rural villages. The
landscape includes seaside resorts, gently rolling hills, wetlands - Somerset
Levels, rising to the steep limestone escarpment of Cheddar Gorge.
Demographically, the population is 109,900 (June 2005), and there are
approximately 43,450 households. The population is rising on average 1,000
per year. The non-white ethnic population forms only 0.49% of the total. The
main centres of population are Bridgwater -36,000; Burnham on Sea and
Highbridge - 17,800; Cheddar - 5,000.
Economically, 78% of Somerset’s industry is agriculture but there are thriving
business parks along the M5 corridor within Sedgemoor.
Sedgemoor District Council works in a traditional three-tier system with
Somerset County Council and Parish Councils. It supports two main offices,
four sub-offices, three tourist information centres and a museum. Sedgemoor
is one of only a handful of local authorities that is also a Port Authority,
therefore employing a harbour master.
The Council is one of the largest employers in the district, providing
employment for about 750 people.
4.2 National Policy Framework
The need to improve the provision that is made for children to play is
acknowledged in a range of national policy areas: from planning, open spaces
and transport to health, education and childcare. Local authorities in England
have a statutory duty, under the Children Act (2004), to co-operate in their
provision for the enjoyment of play and recreation as part of the five key
outcomes for all children.
Play is now appreciated by government not simply for its own intrinsic value,
but also for its potential contribution to achieving other government objectives
relating to health and urban renaissance, for example:



Play helps promote active lifestyles, and can therefore help to meet
national targets set by government for physical exercise and recreation
(see for example ‘Gameplan’ from the Prime Minister’s Strategy Unit).
Play and playspace in general is a user of open space, and can
therefore help in improving and conserving the stock of open space in
towns and cities. This will not only have benefit for play, but also for
local amenity, health and in realising ‘sustainable communities’, as
promoted by the government. (See for example various publications
available from the Office of the Deputy Prime Minister.)
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The following provides a general flavour of the range of government and other
national guidance available that should influence local planning for and
management of play. More detail can also be found in Appendix 3.
4.2.1 Getting Serious about Play - A Review of Children’s Play
The report led by Frank Dobson provides a national framework for
development of play. The report outlines how the £200m pledged by the
Government for play should be spent and allocated. The aim of the report
and the funding is to improve play based opportunities for children and young
people aged 0-16 years.
The report recommended that local authorities should be allocated resources
based on child deprivation in their area, partnerships should be formed with
local partners and high quality projects should be developed which meet local
needs and which have reasonable prospects of being a long term success.
4.2.2 Every Child Matters: Change for Children
The Government’s ‘Every Child Matters: Change for Children’ strategy
published in December 2004, provides a national framework to guide change
at local authority level. The ten-year strategy for early years and childcare
was published at the same time. Together, these documents set out the
bigger picture in terms of national and local change. The five main outcomes
for children and young people, described as key to well-being in childhood
and later life, are:






being healthy
staying safe
enjoying and achieving
making a positive contribution
achieving economic well-being.

The Play Strategy can make a major contribution to the Government’s Every
Child Matters agenda. The benefits of children’s play are closely linked to the
five outcomes for children and young people as illustrated below:
1) Being healthy

Play is important in relation to health and development throughout childhood.
It contributes to social, physical, intellectual, cultural, emotional and
psychological development. Physical activity involved in play provides children
and young people with a significant amount of their regular exercise. In
relation to mental health good play opportunities give children and young
people the chance to try out and experience a range of emotions in a 'safe'
way. It allows them to learn and develop emotionally by promoting resilience
and fostering self-esteem.
2) Staying safe

One of the main reasons children and parents give for not playing outdoors
more is that they are afraid for children’s safety. “Stranger danger”, traffic risks
and bullying are all barriers to more outside play. Good play provision reduces
unacceptable levels of danger, while allowing children the opportunity to
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challenge themselves and use their initiative. Play enables children to take
risks, to think through decisions and gain increased self-confidence and
greater resilience.
3) Enjoying and achieving

Playing is all about enjoyment! When playing, children define their own goals
and interests, decide what is success or failure and pursue those goals in their
own way. Children’s enjoyment through play is linked to the control and choice
they are able to exercise. Giving children the chance for free, uninhibited play
allows them a psychologically safe space in which to try out new roles and
experiences and enhances their enjoyment of life.
There are many developmental benefits associated with children’s play, such
as the development of problem-solving and language and literacy skills. Play
is also important in the development of children’s imaginations and creative
interests and abilities. Play allows children and young people to explore
boundaries, be fully absorbed in what they are doing and feel satisfied with
what they have achieved
4) Making a positive contribution

Children’s involvement in the development of their own play is of great
importance. In good supervised play provision, adults involve the children and
young people in decisions about resources and facilities that might be
available to them.
Increasingly local authorities are involving children and young people in the
development of local play areas and discussions about their play and freetime needs. This often results in more appropriate provision, helps children
and young people develop their skills and knowledge and ensures they are
valued as active community members. Respecting and incorporating children
and young people’s views into plans and provision helps develop motivation
and, potentially, participation in society.
5) Economic well-being

Comprehensive play provision can enable parents to work or train and allows
them to feel their children are happy, safe and enjoying themselves. Play
provision often acts as a focal point for parents and carers to meet, giving
them an opportunity to socialise with other adults.
Good play provision promotes community well-being and security. It brings
economic benefits through providing jobs and training. Good play provision,
which offers those seeking it genuine challenge and excitement, can help
prevent bored children and young people behaving in ways that are socially
unacceptable. Development of outside play and recreation spaces has been
shown to have a measurable impact on local interaction, new friendships,
community cohesion and community safety.
4.2.3 Planning for Play
Guidance on the production of local play strategies was jointly published by
the Children’s Play Council and the BIG Lottery Fund in April 2006. The
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purpose of this document is to support local authorities and their partners in
preparing strategies for improving children’s play opportunities within the
framework of national policy.
The Sedgemoor Play Strategy process has been completed in line with the
guidance provided in “Planning for Play”.
4.2.4 Other Links with National Policy
There are many other national policy and strategy initiatives to which Play is
strongly linked:










The Youth Matters Green Paper
The Extended Schools Initiative
Choosing Health White Paper
Joint area review (Every Child Matters)
Living Spaces: Cleaner, Safer, Greener
National Planning Policy Guidance Note 17– Sport and Recreation
(PPG17)
The National Playing Fields Association (NPFA) Six-Acre Standard
(2001)
Safety standards and legislation, for example, European safety
standards for playgrounds – EN1176 and EN 1177–
Transport strategies.

Detail on how play links in to the above can be found in Appendix 3.
4.3 Local Policy
The two key strategic frameworks that the play strategy needs to tie in with
are the “Somerset Children and Young People’s Plan” and the “Sedgemoor
Community Strategy”. Other important local strategies of relevance are also
covered in this section.
4.3.1 Somerset Children and Young People’s Plan
The Somerset Children and Young People’s Plan (CYPP) is a statutory and
overarching plan for all services affecting children and young people aged 019 in Somerset. It focuses on services available to children and young people
throughout their pre-statutory, statutory and post-statutory schooldays. The
following is an extract from the plan outlining the Vision:
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The identified 20 Plan outcomes are presented under the five core outcomes
as set out in the Children Act 2004:
Be Healthy
 increased access to excellent general healthcare provision
 increased healthy eating and physical activity and reduced obesity
 increased availability of mental health services
 improved sexual health, reduced teenage pregnancies and support to
young people
 reduced substance misuse
Stay Safe
 improved safety awareness and child protection
 increased prevention work to reduce youth crime, anti social behaviour and
exclusion
 increased identification, protection and support for young people affected
by domestic violence
 reduced incidences of bullying
Enjoy and Achieve
 increased access to excellent general education
 increased numbers of children and young people in school and improved
support for those not in school
 increased access to play, leisure and recreation
Make a Positive Contribution
 increased accessibility and quality of information on services
 increased access to voluntary opportunities
 increased numbers of positive local news stories about children and young
people
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The promotion of play opportunities has obvious links to some of the above
outcomes, and in particular the desire for increased play, leisure and
recreation. There are other less clear, but nonetheless important links. For
example, provision of appropriate facilities and activities for children and
young people can help reduce the risk of a vulnerable minority drifting into
antisocial behaviour and crime for want of constructive alternatives. Helping
children and young people to ‘Stay Safe’ may help encourage them to play
with and meet friends in the outside environment, without fear of coming to
harm.
The Play Strategy will therefore play an important role in helping meet the
needs identified and achieve the outcomes set within the Children and Young
People’s Plan.
4.3.2 The Sedgemoor Community Strategy
Each local authority now has a duty to prepare a statutory community
strategy, for enhancing the quality of life of its local community. The process,
by which it is prepared, in partnership with local people and a range of other
organisations, is known as community planning.
A principal driver in achieving the vision is the Community Strategy which has
been developed by the Local Strategic Partnership (LSP) known as The
Sedgemoor in Somerset Partnership. The LSP comprises 20 members
including Sedgemoor District Council, Somerset County Council, Somerset
Coast Primary Care Trust, Avon and Somerset Constabulary, and other
groups representative of voluntary organisations, employers and faith groups
throughout the District.
This Community Strategy is currently in its second version, the most recent
having been published in March 2006, with a further revision planned for
2008. The strategy has a vision:
“Everyone working together to make Sedgemoor a safer, cleaner,
healthier, more pleasant and vibrant district in which to live, work, learn,
invest or visit”.
The vision is delivered through actions and priorities outlined in seven key
themes, as follows:





Transport & Access;
Community Life;
Economic Success;
Environment;
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Lifelong Learning;
Crime Reduction;
Health, Housing and Wellbeing.

4.3.3 Sedgemoor District Local Plan Review
The Sedgemoor District Local Plan is an important document that includes
policies and proposals for development and other use of land, measures for
the improvement of the natural and built environment and the management of
transport. It identifies land for development. It also provides a framework
within which other development proposals will be considered. It is also the
basis for co-ordinating this development with the provision of essential
infrastructure and services. The Plan covers the period 1991 – 2011.
In time, the existing Local Plan will be replaced by a new Local Development
Framework for the District (as required by national legislation). The
Sedgemoor Local Development Framework will consist of a number of
documents prepared in turn over the next few years.
The existing Local Plan, together with associated supplementary guidance
has a major role in protecting existing community provision (including play
sites and other relevant open space), and securing the development of
additional opportunities to meet the needs of new residential development, in
particular (see Appendix 2 for relevant policies).
The Local Plan seeks to resist the loss of existing recreational open space.
Land to be protected includes:
a) outdoor sports facilities (playing fields, sports grounds, tennis courts etc.)
including not only Local Authority sites but also private and education sector
sites if the facilities are available for public use, whether through a
membership scheme or otherwise.
b) children’s playing space (equipped play grounds, kick-about areas and
other play areas); and
c) other public open space and recreation sites, including ornamental
parks/gardens, allotments, village greens and fishing lakes.

Sites in categories (a) and (b) above are directly relevant to the assessment of
outdoor playing space against the National Playing Fields Association (NPFA)
“Six Acre Standard” which recommends that a minimum of 2.4 hectares (6.0
acres) per 1,000 population should be available. The NPFA guidance further
recommends that this should be comprised of 1.6 hectares (4 acres) for
outdoor sport and 0.8 hectares (2 acres) for Children’s Playing Space.
This standard has been used to assess the quantity of play space by Parish
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across the whole District (appendix 2), the headline findings of this are:




Bridgwater does not have a satisfactory total supply of children’s play
space (22.07 hectares compared with a target of 27.13 hectares) and
local accessibility and adequacy of equipped play areas is variable;
Children’s play space at Burnham-on-Sea and Highbridge exceeds
NPFA targets (16 hectares compared with a target of 14.72 hectares);
Cheddar’s children’s play space is deficient (1.25 hectares compared
with a target of 4.07 hectares).

The Local Plan also outlines standards related to access to play facilities,
under policy RLT2:
All new housing which can potentially be occupied by households with
children should include appropriate provision for children’s outdoor playing
space. In determining the form of facilities to be provided, account will be
taken of the nature of existing facilities in the vicinity but provision should
normally be to the following standards:
a) increase the stock of children’s play space at a rate of 20 square metres
per new dwelling; and
b) in the case for a site for 15 or more dwellings, a suitable range of play
spaces should be equipped and accessible as follows:
i) all new houses to be within 100 metres of a “Local Area for Play” (LAP); and
ii) all new houses to be within 400 metres of a “Local Equipped Area for Play”
(LEAP); and
iii) all new houses to be within 1000 metres of a “Neighbourhood Equipped
Area for Play (NEAP).
Where the requirement for play space cannot be fully met on site, the
developer will be expected to make provision for appropriate new or improved
off-site facilities.
Maps showing existing provision against these standards are shown in section
7.

4.3.4 Community Safety Strategy
The Safer Sedgemoor Partnership (made up of key agencies from across the
District), have developed a Community Safety Strategy for the period 2005 –
2008. Derived from the results of the audit and consultation processes, and
taking account of national priorities for crime reduction, the Strategy identifies
three main priorities:
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Anti-social behaviour
Violent Crime
Property Crime

As mentioned, earlier, provision of appropriate facilities and activities for
children and young people can help reduce the risk of a vulnerable minority
drifting into antisocial behaviour and crime for want of constructive
alternatives.
4.3.5 Somerset Local Transport Plan (LTP)
The plan details a phased approach over the five to ten year period targeted
to improve the transport infrastructure within Somerset. It is imperative that
the quality of life for residents of the County is both maintained and enhanced
by providing people with a wider travel choice and improved quality of
services. The many improvements advocated within the LTP will allow
residents, businesses and visitors the opportunity to enjoy the environment,
travel to work and access facilities, services and attractions in a way that
respects the County's exceptional natural and built heritage.
Summarising, Somerset requires investment in:







Strategic access to and within its boundaries, including road, rail and
bus infrastructure;
urban transport investment related to economic growth and
development;
market towns to support their regeneration roles and functions;
rural accessibility to maintain communications and allow economic
diversification and access;
rural mobility for those who are less able to allow them to be included in
every day life; and
transport links between all of its settlements and villages.

The strategy is rooted in a thorough examination of current and future
problems and opportunities. It is also firmly set within the context of emerging
regional and national policies.
The Strategy provides policies for walking and cycling with a view to offering
greater choice in sustainable transport modes, and with particular regard to
those who may be dependent on such means of travel (which will include
children and young people).
4.3.6 Somerset Play Policy
Developed by the Somerset Children and Young People’s Partnerships, the
strategy resolves to promote play by@



Improving access and environment;
Involving children and young people;
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Including risk;
Reducing barriers;
Promoting the value of play;
Working in partnership;
Championing Play;
Providing support and building capacity.

4.3.7 Sedgemoor District Council Housing Strategy
The Play Strategy will inform the housing strategy, particularly in relation to
the provision of space and facilities for children and young people as part of
any new and proposed housing developments.
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5

Review of Community Engagement

5.1
Approach
This section summarises the various methods through which information has
been gathered to establish the needs and aspirations of children, young
people (CYP), parents/carers and the wider community in relation to play
provision for CYP in Sedgemoor. Consultation and engagement has been
achieved through:
Questionnaire and surveys





Questionnaires to children and young people
Surveys of parents/carers
Survey of Parish and Town Councils
Survey of members of Sedgemoor Play Partnership

Focus Groups and direct contact


















Young people at a drop-in session at the ReCreation centre
Police Community Support Officer Surgery
Hamp Community Association Focus Group
Bridgwater College Forest School Surgery
Access to Play for Black and Minority Ethnic Young People Focus
Group
ReCreation Centre Surgery
Early Years Childcare Service Surgery
Somerset Learning Alliance Surgery
Wildlife Trust Surgery
SDC - Community Safety Officer, Park and Open Spaces Surgeries
Bridgwater Arts Centre Surgery
Barnardo’s / Somerset Play Forum / Children’s Fund Surgery
Bay Centre Young People Focus Group
Youth and Community Workers Focus Group (based in Burnham area)
Parish and Town Council Workshop
Play Partnership
Shadow Play Partnership

A full consultation findings report is included as Appendix 4 to this Strategy.
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5.2 Key issues identified
The following table outlines the main findings of these various consultation
exercises as the key issues in relation to the development of the Sedgemoor
Play Strategy.
General issues
1. Play is undervalued in Sedgemoor and needs to be a higher priority for the various
organisations, especially local authorities, who provide or could be providers of, play
opportunities. There is a lack of staff and financial resources dedicated to play.
2. There are a lot of negative perceptions about young people that are not helped by the
media’s portrayal of them as ‘troublemakers’. Local authorities’ initiatives need to be
more positive about providing opportunities, rather than dealing with the ‘youth’
problem.
3. The message to CYP, from adults, about their place in the public realm is very
confusing – they want them away from the TV and Playstations, but not playing
outside near their homes. There needs to be more reflection on what adults did when
they ‘played out’ when they were young and the reduced freedom available to CYP
over recent decades.
4. Young people of all ages still like to spend time playing and hanging out in places that
are not designated play areas. Therefore as well as public green spaces the strategy
should consider how urban design and planning policies can be influenced to make
the wider urban environment more child friendly.
5. Gardens are CYP’s most commonly used playspace. The provision of play spaces
should be considered when planning new developments especially those in which
access to gardens is restricted.
6. Measures to make walking and cycling safer for CYP of all ages in residential areas
need to be a priority and particular consideration should be given to traffic-free ‘safe
routes to play’. Such routes should be accessible to bikes, pedestrians and CYP with
mobility problems.
7. There needs to be greater encouragement of and more opportunities for ‘risky’ and
‘wild’ play and more challenging of attitudes to risk.
8. Both the quality and quantity of teenage provision of play services and facilities is
thought to be poor.
9. Fears of bullying and ‘stranger danger’ are barriers to CYP making more use of, and
their parents allowing them to make use of, play opportunities. Younger children and
their parents often feel intimidated by older young people who hang out in play areas
designed for the younger age groups.
10. Parish and town councils report that provision of play facilities and services are
limited across the District and teenage provision, like meeting places and skate parks
and youth clubs is most needed. Lack of financial resources and volunteers is the
main barrier to improving provision for CYP.
11. There is potential for more community use of school facilities, including the use of
facilities by CYP with disabilities at special schools, after school, at weekends and
during holidays.
12. There needs to be improved communication and partnership working between the
various providers of all kinds of play opportunities and more support should be
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offered to voluntary sector organisations of all sizes.
13. Promotion and publicising of the facilities and services available to CYP, particularly
those with disabilities, needs to be improved, kept up to date, online and in print, and
better co-ordinated between providers.
Play Spaces and Outdoor Youth Facilities
1. The usefulness of a play area is highly dependent on location, proximity being of
particular importance to younger children. It is important that younger children have
access to some kind of local play space within 5 minutes walking distance from home.
2. Teenagers should have access to spaces to hang out independently with friends within 10
minutes walk from home, although many would be willing to walk further for something
more challenging, interesting and suitable for their age group.
3. CYP, the wider community and play providers want CYP to have their say on improving
building new and existing playspaces and a key role in assessing the ‘play-value’ of
existing and new provision.
4. As use of play spaces is reduced due to fears of stranger danger and bullying, security
issues will be important in terms of future planning, it is though that more supervision in
public open spaces and more separate facilities for older children would help
5. CYP need more places where they are allowed to meet up with friends, more wheeled
sport facilities, more opportunities for wild play and safe cycle paths that have places to
play and hang out.
6. Consideration needs to be given to providing new and improving existing traditional
equipped playgrounds for under 6s, as well as landscaped spaces that offer opportunities
for wild play and ball games.
7. Parents are reluctant to allow under 11s to travel unaccompanied to unsupervised play
spaces due to danger from traffic, because such spaces are too far away and fears about
‘stranger danger’ and intimidation by ‘older’ children.
8. Balancing health and safety concerns and vulnerability to vandalism against play value of
play areas has in the past resulted in the creation of facilities that are under used, but
more recently equipped areas have proved to be more popular.
9. Maintenance of parks and dog control need to be better.
10. Lighting is needed for outdoor youth facilities. CCTV is popular with CYP and wider
community.
Play Services
1. Supervised play services and particularly after-school clubs and sport and arts activities
are popular with all ages and those CYP who attend are such sessions are generally
happy with the quality of them.
2. The main reason for non-attendance at play services is that CYP ‘prefer to do other
things’, although the activities being too far away is a problem for some especially in
many rural areas.
3. CYP and the wider community think that there need to be more play services. There is
demand for more youth and after school clubs as well as sports and arts activities.
4. Outreach and detached youth work are ways of bringing play opportunities to where
young people are, but they need to be consistent and frequent, to give a chance for
relationships, respect and mutual trust to grow.
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5. Youth and play services need to operate in the evenings and at weekends and during
school holidays.
6. There should be better co-ordination between the various providers of youth services,
especially the County Youth Service, particularly in providing positive responses to the
Police and Community Safety services intelligence on anti-social behaviour hot spots.
7. Dispersal Orders are not useful if used in isolation and should aim to avoid coverage of
spaces allocated to CYP, such as youth shelters and MUGAs.
8. Venues located in more deprived areas, like the Rollercoaster and ReCreation, are very
important to local CYP and the wider community, but they are not open and available
enough, largely because of financial resources.
9. There is a lack of volunteers and the bureaucratic hurdles they currently face, for example
around health and safety and for example CRB checks, do not help this.
Inclusive Play
1. Provision for outdoor play and awareness and understanding of the needs of children and
families with disabilities is thought to be poor in the District.
2. More supervision of open access play would mean fewer minority ethnic CYP and CYP
with disabilities would be deterred from accessing such opportunities.
3. Disability - need for a mix of greater inclusivity in all schemes; and special provision at the
request/preference of the CYP
4. Need to do more appropriate consultation with CYP with disabilities (and their families), in
care and from BME families to identify issues from their perspective.
5. Potential for specialist indoor/outdoor play area specifically designed for use by children
with various disabilities.
6. There needs to be more community use of special schools.
7. Lack of accessible transport prevents children with disabilities from accessing schemes.
8. Black and minority ethnic CYP and families across the district tend to be isolated and ‘too
scared to go out’. BME CYP often do not access services and facilities because of racial
bullying or the fear of it.
9. Play can have an important and positive role in promoting community cohesion.
10. Many providers of services need to improve how they deal with issues faced by BME
CYP and CYP with disabilities and should develop partnerships with organisations with
expertise in issues around inclusion.
11. Need for greater understanding of cultural and ethnic diversity – informal education for
children and young people.
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6

Sedgemoor Child Population and Deprivation
Profile

Before analysing in detail the supply and need for play services and facilities
in the District it is important to understand the demographic profile of children
and young people in Sedgemoor.
6.1

Resident population

6.2 Child Population Profile
The estimated 2007 child population (under 18) of Sedgemoor is 24,729 or
23.25% of the total population of 105,881. This breaks down as:
AGE RANGE

Thousands

%

AGES 0-4

5,861

5.54

AGES 5-9

6,504

6.14

AGES 10-14

7,070

6.68

AGES 15-18

5,294

5.00

24,729

23.35

The distribution of the child population across the District is shown in more
detail by Parish in Appendix 5.

6.3

Child Deprivation Profile

The development of the Somerset Children & Young People’s Plan drew upon
a wealth of data relating to the social and economic circumstances of this age
group within the County, providing comparisons between constituent local
authorities. There are background papers available for further reading on this
topic6
When planning for new or improved play opportunities it is important to
consider children from poorer families who are likely to be most in need of
6

“Data Collected within District Council Areas” (a working paper produced by Somerset
County Council to inform the preparation of the Somerset Children and Young People’s Plan).
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play provision and for whom barriers such as cost and transport are likely to
be most significant7. In this respect a good tool for analysis is the index of
deprivation within the governments Index of Multiple Deprivation named
Income Deprivation Affecting Children.
Income Deprivation Affecting Children (IDACI)
Income deprivation affecting children is a subset of the income deprivation
measure. It comprises the % of a Super Output Area’s8 (SOA’s) under-19
population living in families in receipt of Income Support and Income Based
Job Seekers Allowance or in families in receipt of Working Families/Disabled
Persons Tax Credit whose income is below 60% of the national median,
before housing costs.
An easy way of interpreting the index score is by noting that it directly relates
to the proportion of the under 19 population living in households claiming
means tested benefit, this is expressed as a score, for example, a score of
0.18 means that 18% of the under 19 population in that ward live in
households claiming at least one of the stated means tested benefits.
The range of deprivation measures affecting the population across Somerset
is shown in Appendix 6, the following table shows the IDACI rankings by ward.
Ward
Cannington and Quantocks Ward
North Petherton Ward
King's Isle Ward
Huntspill and Pawlett Ward
Berrow Ward
Sandford Ward
Bridgwater Bower Ward
East Poldens Ward
West Poldens Ward
Knoll Ward
Brent North Ward
Wedmore and Mark Ward
Axe Vale Ward
Cheddar and Shipham Ward
Bridgwater Quantock Ward
Bridgwater Eastover Ward
Bridgwater Sydenham Ward
Puriton Ward
Woolavington Ward
Highbridge Ward
Burnham North Ward
Axbridge Ward
Bridgwater Hamp Ward
Bridgwater Victoria Ward
Burnham South Ward

% Score
5.7
4.9
4.8
8.3
9.6
1.1
11.5
3.5
5.4
4.6
4.4
3.4
2.1
3.7
6.2
13.8
25.2
7.0
17.1
19.9
4.6
5.4
25.4
24.7
9.5

Ranking
13
16
14
10
9
21
6
17
23
20
22
24
25
18
12
5
2
11
7
4
19
15
1
3
8

7

This factor is therefore included within the prioritisation criteria for play space projects and is
a key factor relating to supervised free Play Service provision.
8
Super Output Areas (SOAs) are a new geographic hierarchy designed to improve the
reporting of small area statistics in England and Wales. They are smaller than wards.
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NB. Looking at IDACI scores at the ward level can conceal very local pockets
of this form of deprivation, however, it does act as a guide for informing
decision making.
The following map shows these local rankings and their geographical
distribution, the highest ranked 5 wards are highlighted in blue and the next
highest in yellow.
Map 1:

IDACI ranking of Wards in District

The map shows that the distribution of wards with the highest IDACI rankings
is within the urban areas of the District, with a concentration of the top three
being within the Bridgwater area.
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7

Local Provision Examined

7.1 Summary of Audit Methodology
Planning for Play highlights the importance of a comprehensive audit of both
play spaces and play services in order to establish a “base line” from which to
plan for future provision.
A play space audit was undertaken as a separate but supporting study to the
play strategy. The audit drew on criteria to assess the type, quality and play
value of equipped play areas across the District, this drew on good practice
from across the Country and was in line with government guidance.
Sites were assessed against the following criteria (each made up of several
sub-criteria):














Classification using six acre standard;
Classification into Toddler, Junior or Youth provision;
List of facilities;
Setting;
Accessibility;
Supervision;
Play value;
Condition;
Maintenance;
Inclusion,
Exclusion of Dogs;
Encouraging other play opportunity;
Feeling of safety.

For all of the categories, scores were given from 0-5 as follows:
0
1
2
3
4
5

not applicable
Very Poor
Poor
Moderate
Good
Very Good

Each category was also given a ‘potential to improve score’ using the same
scoring system. The resulting figures give a total score and a total potential to
improve score, which in turn identifies a ‘gap’ between existing quality and
potential quality.
These scores are also represented as percentages. The percentage figures
represent the difference between the quality of existing provision and the
maximum potential of that site – giving a % gap score which represents the
potential that site has to improve. The following scores indicate the potential
to improve, and an indication of their priority for improvement.
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Percentage
0 – 19%
20-29%

30 - 40%

41

–

100%

Potential to improve
Priority
Very little potential. Low priority for
Very Low
investment.
Sites
with
some
potential
for
Low
improvement. May be able to reach full
potential with minor intervention.
Sites with potential for improvement.
Medium
Likely to include more significant issues,
which
require
more
significant
investment.
Sites with significant potential for
improvement. Could include sites where
there are some ‘quick wins’, but may
also include sites with major issues.

High

This Strategy builds upon the audits and assessments undertaken in the
above study.
7.2

Play Space Typology

The above study categorised sites in two ways:
7.2.1 Using guidance from the existing local plan.
This drew on existing data collected by SDC, this classified sites using
guidance provided under the National Playing Fields Association (NPFA)
through its ‘Six Acre Standard’, and this is explained more fully in Appendix
2. The classification includes the following:
Type

Description

A Local Area for
Play (LAP)

A small area of open space for young children
(mainly up to 6 years old) to play close to
where they live. The activity zone should be
reasonably flat, have a grass surface, and
have a minimum area of 100m2. There should
be seating for carers and appropriate
landscaping/buffer zones.

A Local
Equipped Area
for Play (LEAP)

A play area equipped for children of early
school age (mainly 4-8 year olds). The activity
zone should have a minimum area of 400m2,
with grass playing space and at least five
types of play equipment with appropriate
safety surfacing. There should also be seating
for accompanying adults.
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standar
d
Local Area for
Play 1 minute
(100 metres)

Local
equipped
Area for Play
5 minutes
(400 metres)
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A
Neighbourhood
Equipped Area
for Play (NEAP)

A play area for mainly older children which
should include an area for ball games or
wheeled activities,8 types of play equipment
appropriate to children in this age group and
seating. This requires an activity zone of at
least 1000m2.

Neighbourho
od Equipped
Area for Play
15 minutes
(1000 metres)

7.2.2 Using guidance under Planning Policy Guidance note 17 (PPG17)
PPG17 requires Council’s to develop local standards for open space,
including provision for play. Therefore, as part of the audit, the methodology
drew on guidance provided under PPG17 to assess the quality of the sites.
This information has been used to develop local standards for play provision,
which should be used as guidance to determine future provision of equipped
play facilities.
As Sedgemoor District Council review their Local Plan through the
development of their Local Development Framework (LDF), these proposed
standards should be considered for adoption, along with other emerging work
being developed through the District’s Playing Pitch Strategy and Open Space
Study.
The suggested standards differ from NPFA national standards based upon the
consultation findings and local circumstances. The main variations relate to
the potential for fewer but higher quality provision (for which most parents,
and many children and young people say they are prepared to walk further
than NPFA standards suggest); a stronger preference for ball games, wheeled
sports, and landscaping for imaginative play than is shown in the NPFA
standards; provision for teenagers and families; and the addition of a
quantitative element (provision per 1000 population).
In relation to new development and as an aspiration for existing built-up areas
it is suggested that a network of play/youth facility areas should be provided in
accordance new local standards. These standards have been developed as a
guide for both the Council and developers in planning the future provision of
play facilities.
The standards proposed are a guide to future provision, outlining the type and
range of facilities that are required to better meet the needs of local
communities (in contrast to the current, often restrictive NPFA guidance). The
standards are not meant to be restrictive, and have been developed as a tool
to facilitate decision making about the quality, quantity and access to play
facilities, whilst allowing flexibility to respond to local need, and external
influences.
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7.2.2.1

Doorstep/Infant Outdoor Play Space - IOPS (accompanied
children up to 7 years of age - replacing LAPs)

Consultation outlined the demand for open space very close to people’s
homes, where small children can be taken to play, particularly in areas where
there is high density of housing, which often results in homes having small
gardens.
Therefore, a standard for a Doorstep Outdoor Play Space has been
developed, this is referred to as a IOP (Infant Outdoor Play Space), as this is
the primary age group where a very local facility is in most demand.
IOP’s would represent the base level of facility provision. The aim would be to
make them very accessible and therefore within easy reach of accompanied
young children.
Provision per
population
Location

Target age group
Purpose

Equipment/
Landscaping

1:1,000 people (minimum)
IOPs should be within easy walking distance (240 m or 5
minutes walking time from home). Wherever possible
they should be located to coincide with routes and
destinations for other regular trips (school, shops, parks
etc). They may also be located on open space shared
for other compatible recreation (such as in parks, playing
fields, or general amenity space).
Accompanied under seven-year-olds.
Provide an open space close to peoples homes for
toddlers to play, particularly in areas of high housing
density.
A IOP may well contain equipped play provision aimed
at under 7’s where required, but may simply provide a
space for low-key games and exercise,
imaginative/social play, and play with small toys. The
emphasis would be on encouraging younger children to
be accompanied and regularly visiting whilst the
parent/carer is on route to (say) school or local shops.

Area

No minimum space specification is appropriate, subject
to provision of sufficient space to allow for creative play
taking into account surrounding physical constraints.

Consultation

Refurbishment or new provision to be designed through
consultation with local children, parents, residents, and
relevant agencies.
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7.2.2.2

Junior Outdoor Play Space (JOPS) (replacing NPFA LEAPs.)

Consultation identified the need for better play facilities, providing play
opportunity for a wider age range of children. There is evidence that people
would prefer, fewer, larger better quality play facilities, rather than numerous
small areas which individually only meet the needs of a small age range.
Therefore, a standard has been developed focusing on provision for juniors.
These would be aimed primarily at junior school children (although there
should also be consideration to the needs of younger accompanied children
for equipped playspace). The following specification basically reflects the view
put across in the local consultation that most parents and many children say
they would be happy to walk further to get to better-equipped playspace as
well as providing for ball and wheeled play and preferences for well designed
and landscaped play space.
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Provision per
population
Location
Target age group

Purpose

Equipment/
Landscaping

1:2,000 people (minimum
10 minutes walking time from home – straight line
distance 450 m.
Accompanied and unaccompanied seven to elevenyear-olds. Consideration should also be given to
accompanied younger children (segregated area).
A Junior Play Area should cater for a large range of play
activity, including an area for informal ball games and/or
low key wheeled sports.
Play area designed as per good practice guidelines and
include minimum 6 differing items of traditional play
equipment.
They should also contain ‘low key’ casual ball play
and/or wheeled sports facilities. For example:



An informal Wheel Play facility (Max height 1m
approx);
A single ended ‘multi use ball games area’
comprising Goal mouth; Basket/netball hoop;
Cricket Stumps; rear (ball retention) wall (3m
high) on a tarmac playing surface.

Some form of Shelter (Meeting Place) should also be
provided to give some protection from rain & wind.
For the younger users equipment included should be
small-scale and appropriate for young children.
Also to include seating for adults.
Landscaping to maximise play value.
Activity zone minimum of 625 sq m. Buffer zone 30 m
between the edge of the activity zone and residential
property. The buffer zone should include footpaths and
planted areas. Buffer zone landscaping to include childfriendly planting (e.g. natural scent, colour and texture).
Consultation
Refurbishment or new provision to be designed through
consultation with local children, parents, residents, and
relevant agencies.
7.2.2.3
Youth Outdoor Play Space (YOPS) (replacing NPFA NEAPS)
Area

The consultation identified that both adults and young people felt there was a
need for more and better quality facilities for youth. A particular emphasis
was placed on wheels parks and MUGA’s.
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The facilities would be designed specifically to meet the needs of older
children and young people, and to reflect their greater mobility and willingness
to walk further than younger children. It is this level of facility that might
provide a good focal point for outreach work conducted by the District Council
and its partners (Play services, sports development, youth services etc).
Provision per
population
Location
Target age
group
Purpose
Equipment/
Facilities/
Landscapin
g

1:8,000 people (minimum)
Within 20 minutes walking time from home – straight line
distance 800m
Primarily for unaccompanied and unsupervised 12-16 yearolds (some provision for younger children)
To provide challenging and stimulating play opportunities
and youth facilities
Play area designed as per good practice guidelines and
include 2 separate Areas as below:
1. A range of challenging and stimulating play facilities. At
least 8 items (could be variously linked in multi-play units)
with at least 4 items to encourage more adventurous
climbing, swinging or gliding (e.g. aerial runway).
2. Hard surface floodlit Multi-Use Games Area of at least
465 sq m. and/or wheeled play facilities.
Landscaping to maximise play value.
Also to include:
 Seating for adults.
 Youth shelter/seating/meeting area for teenagers (well
lit).

Area

Consultation

7.2.2.4

The site may also include additional/alternative youth
facilities in line with consultation with local young people.
Total Activity zone minimum of 1000 sq m. Buffer zone at
least 35m from activity zone to nearest residential property
(50m if formal skateboarding facilities included).
Refurbishment or new provision to be designed through
consultation with local children and young people, parents,
residents, and relevant agencies.

Family Outdoor Play Space (FOPS)

Within the urban settlements of the District, it would also be desirable to have
access to a number of Family Play Facilities These would cater for all age
groups (young accompanied children to youth). Such facilities need to be
accessible from the rural areas.
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Provision per
population

Location

Target age
group
Purpose
Equipment/
Facilities/
Landscapin
g

1:35,000 people. In the Sedgemoor District, it is appropriate
to consider provision of such a facility in Bridgwater
(population above 35,000) and Burnham-on-sea, which has
a lower population but attracts considerable numbers of
visitors from outside the area.
Within 20 minutes cycle-time (1750m straight line distance)
on safe routes, links to public transport, and normally linked
to a popular park.
Families - Unaccompanied and accompanied under 19
year-olds.
To provide challenging and stimulating play opportunities for
all age groups. Family visits.
Play area designed as per good practice guidelines to
include 3 separate Areas as below:
1. Toddler area (under 7s) - small-scale and appropriate for
the age; at least 3 types of equipment; seating and dog
fencing. Landscaping to maximise play value.
2. Junior area (7-11s) - minimum 6 differing items of
traditional play equipment.
It should also contain ‘low key’ casual ball play and/or
wheeled sports facilities. For example:
 An informal Wheel Play facility (Max height 1m
approx);
 A single ended ‘multi use ball games
area’
comprising Goal mouth; Basket/netball hoop; Cricket
Stumps; rear (ball retention) wall (3m high) on a
tarmac playing surface.
3. Over 12s area - Hard surface Multi-Use Games Area of at
least 465 sq m. and/or formal wheeled play facilities.
Landscaping to maximise play value.
Also to include:
 Seating for adults.
 Youth shelter/seating/meeting area for teenagers.
 Nearby toilets and facilities for refreshments

Area

The site may also include additional/alternative youth
facilities in line with consultation with local young people.
Activity zone minimum of 1500 sq m. Buffer zone 30 m
between the edge of the activity zone and residential
property. The buffer zone should include footpaths and
planted areas. Buffer zone landscaping to include childfriendly planting (e.g. natural scent, colour and texture).
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7.2.2.5

Rural Settlements

Rural settlements will need to be treated differently from the urban areas, as
most parts simply do not have the required population to justify full provision
of the above ‘hierarchy’. However, children and young people within these will
still require access to facilities.
For Rural settlements the following standards are suggested (amended from
the local standards outlined above).


For settlements of 2000 people or more there should be full
provision of IOPS, YOPS and JOPS.



For settlements of 1000 – 2000 people there should be provision of
IOPS and JOPS relative to the standard, plus a youth meeting place
for young people.



For settlements from 500 – 1000 people there should be at least 1
JOP plus a youth meeting place.



For settlements from 100 - 500 there should be at least 1 IOP
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7.2.3 General justification for the suggested level of provision per head
of population.
The type of equipped play provision that is the focus of the standards is free to
use and enter. There are usually no obvious limitations determining the
‘capacity’ of a site, and there are even different ways of defining capacity;


‘Technical Capacity’: which might be considered to be when every item
of equipment is fully used and children have to wait an unreasonable
time before gaining access to anything.



‘Safe Capacity’: when use beyond a certain level may lead to technical
concerns over diminished safety and serious accident.



‘Perceptual Capacity': A child/parent’s impression of how
‘busy/quiet/safe/exciting/threatening’ a given site appears. A very busy
site might be exciting to some, but very off-putting to others. On the
other hand a very quiet site may lack the necessary social environment
for play to be enjoyable.

The optimum level of provision would therefore be to have sufficient play sites
of a given kind to ensure easy access, but at the same time attract a
reasonable level of use without being perceived as ‘overcrowded’ or unsafe.
The time at which most visits occur will vary depending on the coinciding of
external events, such as free time, trips out with parents/carers etc; and so
like any other types of leisure facility there will be peak and off-peak times of
use.
IOPS
Very young children (0-7 years) represent about 9% of the total population
(estimated 10,000 under 7s). A population of 1,000 would therefore yield
about 100 under 7s. If it is assumed that at least 50% of this total would use a
IOP most days there will be around 50 visitors daily. There would be
additional use by those visiting on a less frequent basis.
JOPS
The local surveys suggest that 62% of junior school age children use ‘play
areas’ “most days”. The 7-11 years age group represents about 6% of the
total population (estimated 6,000 juniors). A population of 2,000 would
therefore yield an estimated 120 children in this age group, and based on the
above indications of usage it might be reasonable to expect 60% of this
number (72) to use such a JOP most days. There would be additional use by
those visiting on a less frequent basis. Use of the facility would peak at certain
times of the day.
YOPS
The local surveys suggest that 45% of young people use ‘play areas’ and
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“kickabout areas” “most days”. The 12-16 years age group represents about
7% of the total population (about 7,500 young people). A population of 8,000
would therefore yield an estimated 560 people in this age group, and based
on the above indications of usage it might not be unreasonable to expect 45%
of this number (252) young people to use a YOP most days. There would be
additional use by those visiting on a less frequent basis. Use of the facility
would peak at certain times of the day.
FOPS
These would be strategic venues, but they would also serve local need as a
secondary function- where a FOP existed, it would act as the local IOP, JOP,
and YOP. Based on the assumed levels of regular (daily usage), this
secondary function would by itself generate over 200 visits a day (i.e 50 for
IOPs, 50 for JOPs, and 111 for YOPs).
However, the major function of FOPs would be to form the core of a
destination family visit/outing. The suggested catchments of 35,000 per YOP
would yield a much larger number of less frequent, but still regular users (such
as at weekends, holidays, and summer evenings). Although FOPs could be
sited independent of other attractions, it is quite possible that they would be
situated within or adjacent to open spaces or venues that are destinations in
their own right- major parks, leisure centres, shipping centres. If this were the
case, visits would often also be shared purpose with a possible cross benefit
in terms of visitors to one feature also using the other.

7.2.4

Limitations of standards.

It is worth stressing the need for flexibility in relation to the application of
standards. If standards are applied too rigidly without consideration of local
circumstance the approach can have certain disadvantages. For example, the
process:
 May discourage creativity.
 May be inflexible and unable to take account of local circumstances.
 The application of standards may be difficult in areas where land uses
are largely fixed.
 May be applied automatically without checking against local needs or
wishes.
 May work against local participation.
 Can be difficult to capture some important factors (is such as location).
 May take less account of quality considerations.
It will therefore be important to not apply standards blindly and rigidly with no
feeling for circumstances: consultation should also take place when planning
for new or refurbished sites to ensure that provision is in line with the needs
and aspirations of local children, young people, and residents. This could
mean, for example, a greater emphasis upon planning for informal play space
through landscaping and imaginative design, rather than simply providing
formal play equipment; or, developing locally designed meeting places for
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young people rather than off-the-shelf youth shelters.
On the other hand local standards should be sufficiently clear to allow for the
financial costs of any such provision to be estimated. Providing the cost of the
alternative local provision remains within this budget, this should remain a
reasonable expectation for developers. It may be, for example, that local
people wish to raise funds over and above the development contribution to
allow for implementation of a more ambitious scheme in line with local
consultation.
7.3

Summary and Analysis of Audit Findings: Services

The following provides an outline of the services audit carried out as part of
the study, full details can be found at Appendix 7.
7.3.1 Children’s and Family centres
The following Children’s and Family Centres have been identified:







Hamp Family Centre, Rhode Lane, Bridgwater
Highbridge Children's Centre, Highbridge
Sydenham Children's Centre
Bridgwater College
Fairfax Road
The Gardens Children's Centre, Westonzoyland
The Willows Children's Centre, Rhode Lane, Bridgwater
Victoria Children's Centre, Springboard Centre, Victoria Park,
Bridgwater
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7.3.2 Pre-schools and Nurseries
A total of 41 pre schools and nurseries were identified as part of the audit, the
following map shows their location and a 15 minute walk time to each facility,
a further map shows the detail of the facilities in Bridgwater:
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7.3.3 Parent and Toddler Groups
A total of 20 parent & toddler groups were identified as part of the audit, the
following map shows their location and a 15 minute walk time to each facility:
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7.3.4 Out-of-School clubs and Holiday Care Schemes
There are 23 Out-of-School/Holiday Care Schemes operating across the
District. These provide out of school care primarily for children from the ages
of 5 to 11. Most of these schemes operate independently under a variety of
management arrangements ranging from charitable trusts, schools, through to
private commercial organisations.
Out-of-School Clubs are flexible and can offer either full or part-time places,
depending on what parents and children want. During term time, lots of clubs
offer collection from nearby schools and children remain in the care of a
playworker until a parent can collect them.
In general such schemes provide care before and after school and during
school holidays (though some of these schemes do not operate during school
holidays).
The following map shows their location and a 15 minute walk time to each
facility:

Extended Schools
School based opportunities (available to the community) are felt to be
potentially a valuable form of provision. They could offer opportunities to
spend more time with school friends, as well as those from different schools.
They could also offer an alternative to the structured ‘teaching environment’
children might normally associate with a school.
There are important issues to address in opening up schools for ‘Free’ play.
For example:
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There must be sufficient indoor and outdoor space that is designed and
used specifically for play.
Provision must be fully open to the local community of children (not
restricted to the particular school’s pupils).
Issues of management arrangements and access will need to be
resolved with the schools themselves.

Schools represent a valuable opportunity to improve provision of all kinds in
areas currently lacking easy access to play services and facilities of all kinds.
It is therefore agreed that:


A review should be undertaken as to how the local extended schools
initiative might offer scope to provide play service bases in appropriate
locations. Schools should promote the availability of all play
opportunities within their catchment (on and off-site).
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7.3.5 Children’s Play Services (not primarily care-based)
Holiday Playschemes
Playschemes are not primarily aiming to provide childcare and tend to operate
during some or all of the school holidays providing a range of “recreational”
play opportunities.
They may run sessions morning and afternoon 5 days a week right through
the holiday period or for as little as a morning or afternoon session for part of
the holidays. Generally there is a nominal charge per session/day but some
may be free of charge.
Management is varied between the public/ private and voluntary sector. A
total of 18 holiday play schemes were identified as part of the audit, the
following map shows their location and a 15 minute walk time to each facility:
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7.3.6 Youth Services/Activity Centres
Youth activity centres (including youth clubs and centres) operate from
several venues across the District, the majority being provided through
Somerset County Council Youth Services. The following table shows provision
in relation to wards.
A total of 22 youth services were identified as part of the audit, the following
map shows their location and a 15 minute walk time to each facility:

It is suspected that there are other initiatives in existence locally, although no
comprehensive list exists. It is recommended that the Play Partnership works
with these organisations to establish the full extent and range of such
provision in the District.
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7.4 Summary and Analysis of Audit Findings: Play Spaces and Youth
Facilities
This Strategy and the underlying study highlights the kind of play opportunities
local children and community want. In terms of outdoor free provision in the
public realm, future provision should be guided by the application of local
standards. For local standards to have credibility, they must be adopted within
the ‘Local Development Framework’, so that they can be used to guide new
play opportunities provided directly or indirectly by the Council, developers
and others. Adopted standards can also help to highlight where there may be
general deficiencies in opportunities currently, and so where improvements
should be made.
As outlined in section 7.2.2, the assessment of play spaces and youth
facilities has been carried out in two ways. Firstly, using the existing approach
in the local plan (using NPFA guidance), and secondly using proposed new
local standards, which have been informed though local consultation. It is the
latter, which should be considered for adoption in the LDF.
7.4.1 Provision and access to Children’s Play Areas
7.4.1.1

Provision against Local Plan standards

The following map shows the provision and access to LEAP’s and NEAP’s
using the existing Local Plan designations and access standards.

7.4.1.2

Provision using locally derived standards
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The following maps shows the provision and access to children’s play areas
using information collated under the recent audit.

7.4.2 Provision and access to Youth Facilities
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7.4.2.1

Provision against Local Plan Standards

The following map shows the provision and access to Youth Facilities using
the existing Local Plan designations and access standards.
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7.4.2.1

Provision using locally derived standards

The following map shows the provision and access to youth facilities (YOP’s)
using information collated under the recent audit.
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7.5

Quality audit results

As part of the audit of play areas within the District, a database of results has
been built up, which provides scores against set criteria (see section 7.1).
The scores for each site are shown in Appendix 8. The database can be used
as a management tool to provide information in various formats in relation to
the quality and types of play facilities across the District. This can be
considered by play ‘type’, by ward, parish or by theme. It is not the intention
of this report to provide analysis of every scenario in relation to play, but to
focus on those play areas which have the most potential for improvement.
7.5.1 Priorities for improvement
Each play area has been given a score for its ‘potential to improve’ (section
7.1), the following map shows the distribution of sites with low, medium and
high potential for improvement. Details of these sites are shown in the
following table.
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7.5.2 Sites with Low, Medium or High potential to improve

Parish
Bristol Road Playing Fields
Chamberlin Avenue Play Area
East Huntspill Recreation Area
Memorial Playing Field
Parkers Field
Memorial Playing Field
Ilex Play Area
Ilex Play Area
Linham Road Play Area
Southwell Gardens Play Area
RM Smith Playing Field
North Newton Playing Field
Othery Playing Field
Pawlett Play Area
Wedmore Play Area
Lower Playing Field
Coronation Park
Edinburgh Road Play Area
Stafford Road Play Area
Coleridge Gardens Play Area
Chilton Polden Playing Field
Red House Road
Fiddington Play Area
Recreation Ground
Combwich Common Play Area
Over Stowey Play Area
Spaxton Play Area
Theale Play Area
Wembdon Common
Wembdon Common
Westonzoyland Play Area

Local
Classification
IOP
IOP
JOP
JOP
IOP
IOP
IOP&JOP
YOP
IOP
IOP&JOP
YOP
JOP
IOP
IOP
IOP&JOP
IOP&JOP
JOP
IOP
IOP&JOP
IOP
IOP&JOP
IOP
JOP
IOP&JOP
IOP&JOP
JOP
IOP&JOP
IOP&JOP
IOP&JOP
YOP
IOP

Local Plan
Classification
LEAP Minor
LEAP Major
LEAP Minor
LEAP Minor
LEAP Minor
LEAP Minor
LEAP Minor
Ball court
LEAP Minor
NEAP Minor
Ball court
LEAP Minor
NEAP Minor
LEAP Minor
LEAP Major
LEAP Major
LEAP Major
LEAP Major
LEAP Minor
LEAP Minor
NEAP Minor
LEAP Major
LEAP Minor
NEAP Major
LEAP Major
LEAP Major
LEAP Major
LEAP Major
LEAP Major
Basketball
LEAP Major

Potential to
improve
45%
44%
50%
48%
43%
45%
64%
42%
30%
30%
35%
33%
36%
32%
37%
20%
20%
25%
23%
26%
27%
27%
23%
23%
23%
23%
27%
27%
25%
25%
20%

Priority
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
Med
Med
Med
Med
Med
Med
Med
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low

7.5.3 Key priorities
Clearly those sites with a high potential to improve need to be considered as a
priority for investment. However, it is also worth noting those sites which fall
within the top ten IDACI ranked wards. Of particular note, are sites such as
Chamberlin Avenue Play Area (ward ranked 2), Bristol Road Playing Fields
(ward ranked 5) and the site with the highest potential for improvement, Ilex
Play Area (ward ranked 10).
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7.6

Other Issues

7.6.1 Cost as a barrier – Play services
The consultation process revealed that for a significant minority of children
cost was a barrier to attendance to playschemes, out-of-school clubs and
activity programmes. Given that low-income families may have children who
can benefit most from such provision this is an important issue to tackle. The
findings reinforce the importance of free play being available in areas of most
need.


The Play Partnership will, wherever possible, devise subsidy schemes
whereby organisers and managers of playschemes and out-of-school
clubs can offer free places to children in need.

7.6.2 Play in the outlying areas
The play sites and services are located in the most populated parts of the
District. There are ‘outlying’ parts of the District that are therefore not well
served. Consideration should be given to how access to opportunities can be
improved in these areas.


The Play Partnership should consider how best to meet the needs of
children and young people living in outlying parts of the District that are
remote by foot from existing opportunities.

7.6.3 Special provision
Consultation also highlighted the need and indeed preference in some
circumstances for special provision for children with disabilities and other
special needs. The Play Partnership should therefore support the
development of more extensive special needs provision such as specialised
playschemes for children with disabilities, programmes to provide play
opportunities in hospitals, and peripatetic play visits to children with long-term
illnesses, those in recovery etc.
7.6.4 Play and Community Cohesion
Consultation has raised the potential role of play and youth activity in
promoting community cohesion by providing opportunities for children and
young people from different backgrounds to mix and gain understanding of
each other through shared play and leisure activity. Equally note has been
made of the need to be culturally aware of forms of play and leisure activity
relating to children and young people from different backgrounds.


The Play partnership will support suitable projects in the future that
maximise play’s contribution to this important agenda.
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7.6.5 Safe routes to Play
Consultation has indicated that for children, it is having a safe walking or
cycling route to the play opportunity, rather than distance/time per se which
influences whether a site is actually used and therefore genuinely
“accessible”.


The play partnership will explore opportunities to improve the safety
and security of routes to play and promote “safe routes to play”.

7.6.6 “Wild” Play - Play on natural green spaces
The consultation with children and their parents showed a high degree of
interest in using “wild” unequipped green spaces more for play. There is
potential to develop this with local environmental groups, the local Wildlife
Trust, and the Forestry Commission.

7.7

Prioritisation for future Play Space Provision

The achievement of an optimum play and youth provision across the District
is a long term goal. In the shorter term there will be a need to determine which
of the play areas and youth facilities should be brought “up to standard” and
where new provision should be. That is, what are the priorities for new or
improved play areas and youth facilities?
‘Planning for Play’ suggests that this question should be answered by
prioritising provision in those areas where it is most needed.
The Strategy has therefore adopted an assessment tool, which can be used to
review all play spaces, and prioritise work on refurbishments and new facilities
as part of improvement programmes.
7.7.1 Priority Assessment Tool
The tool has two parts:
1) A review against the 6 key factors below, coupled with;
2) A quality assessment principal to use when reviewing existing sites as part
of the above.
1) The Six Prioritisation Factors
 Where there are gaps in provision
 The location of the site in terms of safety and access and its suitability
to meet the requirements of the new standards
 Provision in the most deprived wards
 Provision in outlying areas
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Benefit to areas of high child population where there is a poor provision
per head of population or where there is a paucity of any kind of public
open space (e.g. due to high density housing)
Potential for external funding and/or a high degree of active community
support for the project.

How these factors are used to establish priorities is detailed below.
2) The Quality Assessment principle – in reviewing existing sites the following
diagram illustrates how decision processes can be structured in relation to
prioritisations for refurbishments.

High Quality

Low Priority

No Action

Low
Need

High
Need
Consider disposal

High/Medium
Priority

Low Quality

For example, a site will be high or medium priority (using the prioritisation
criteria) if the criteria indicate a high need and the site is currently low quality,
whereas if a site is low quality but in an area of low need it may be considered
for disposal (if there is over-provision in that area).
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potential sites for new provision in these areas when conducting their initial
review.

7.7.2 Playspace Projects Prioritisation Criteria
The 6 factors noted above that provide the basis upon which priorities will be
established are used in accordance with the table below to aid investment
decisions that need to be made between competing projects.
Priority
Rating

Definition

High
Priority

Projects which:
Provide new or enhanced existing play/youth facilities in an area currently
lacking good quality facilities of the kind to be provided (fills a gap).
AND where:
1) The site is well positioned in relation to “Secured by Design” principles
2) The site is easily accessible by foot to the community it serves taking into
account access restrictions such as main roads, railways and other barriers
3) The site is large enough to fully accommodate the play space standards as
recommended (including buffer zones).
AND where at least two of the following conditions is met:


The project benefits a priority ward



Benefits an area of high child population where there is poor provision
per head of child population and/or provides in an area which has very
little public open space of any kind (e.g. high density housing area)



The project is likely to attract significant external/partnership funding
and/or the project can demonstrate active community support and
involvement, for example, partnership with residents/community
association, youth group etc.
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Medium
Priority

Projects which:
Provide new or enhance existing play/youth facilities in an area currently
lacking good quality facilities of the kind to be provided (fills a gap)
AND where:
1) The site is well positioned in relation to “Secured by Design” principles
2) The site is easily accessible by foot to the community it serves taking into
account access restrictions such as main roads, railways and other barriers
3) The site is large enough to fully accommodate the play space standards as
recommended (including buffer zones) or it is the most appropriate site locally
available.
AND where at least one of the following conditions is met:


The project benefits a priority ward



Benefits an area of high child population where there is poor provision
per head of child population and/or provides in an area which has very
little public open space of any kind



The project is likely to attract significant external/partnership funding
and/or the project can demonstrate active community support and
involvement, for example, partnership with residents/community
association, local school, youth group etc.

Low
Priority

Projects which:

Non Priority

Projects that duplicate existing provision and which might create a surplus of
supply and result in under-use of existing facilities.

Address deficiencies in the District’s Play/Youth Facilities infrastructure but
which do not fulfil the conditions for High or Medium priority.

7.7.3 Additional qualitative considerations
The quality of play areas and youth facilities is very varied across the District.
The Council has however invested significantly to refurbish and improve many
sites. However, there are still some poor quality sites, as identified earlier. A
number of sites that are currently rated as not good have good potential for
improvement and so should be considered for upgrading.
Many play areas could also be improved by more imaginative design,
landscaping, use of natural environment, interactive water features etc.
Such additional features should also be considered when assessing future
investments in play areas.
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8

Management and Professional Development

8.1 Play Services
8.1.1

Integrated delivery of Services for Children

Statutory services for children and young people are the County Council’s
responsibility, with others being provided by a range of voluntary groups. Play
related services have been identified through the consultation as valued by
users and parents; and activities for young people are much appreciated. The
Local Play Partnership should seek to support, protect and strengthen these
services; perhaps especially in relation to opportunities for young people.


8.1.2

The Local Play Partnership has the potential to help both the County
Council and local groups focus, coordinate, and protect services of
particular relevance to play.
Training and Professional Development

The protection and improvement of local play and youth services will require staff
and play workers to continue to receive appropriate training and professional
development. The Local Play Partnership can, again, help to support, focus and
coordinate efforts in this regard.


8.2
8.2.1

The Local Play Partnership has the potential to help focus, coordinate,
and protect local play training and professional development
programmes.
Play Spaces and Youth Facilities
Managing Risk in Play Provision

The provision should balance between the need to offer risk and the need to
keep children safe from harm. The provision should extend the choice and
control that children have over their play, the freedom they enjoy and the
satisfaction they gain from it'. Best Play 2000
There is growing concern about how safety is being addressed in children’s
play provision. Fear of litigation is leading many play providers to focus on
minimising the risk of injury at the expense of other more fundamental
objectives. The effect is to stop children from enjoying a healthy range of play
opportunities, limiting their enjoyment and causing potentially damaging
consequences for their development.
This approach ignores clear evidence that use of play provision is a
comparatively low risk activity for children. Of the two million or so childhood
accident cases treated by hospitals each year, fewer than two per cent involve
playground equipment. Participation in sports like soccer, widely
acknowledged as ‘good’ for a child’s development, involve a greater risk of
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injury than visiting a playground. Fatalities on playgrounds are very rare –
about one per three or four years on average. This compares with, for
instance, more than 100 child pedestrian fatalities a year and more than 500
child fatalities from accidents overall.
The Play Safety Forum, a national body with government funding, was set up
to consider this issue, and the Local Play Partnership has adopted the
Forum’s summary Position Statement Managing Risk in Play Provision as a
statement of its own position in relation to risk management.
Sedgemoor Play Partnership
Managing Risk in Play Provision – Position statement
Children need and want to take risks when they play. Play provision aims to
respond to these needs and wishes by offering children stimulating,
challenging environments for exploring and developing their abilities. In doing
this, play provision aims to manage the level of risk so that children are not
exposed to unacceptable risks of death or serious injury9.
8.3

Other Issues

The strategy has also established a number of other general policy positions
in relation to good practice. In particular, positive engagement of children and
young people in planning their own play opportunities will be encouraged
wherever possible.


It is agreed that Play Partnership members will sign up to the Hear by Rights
Framework10

9

From Managing Risk in Play Provision, Play Safety Forum, 2002
Nationally recognised good practice guide for consulting and engaging with children, young
people and their families.
10
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9

Standards for Play

9.1 Quality Standards and Good Practice – Play Services
9.1.1 Childcare
It is a fundamental belief of the Play Partnership that achieving and
maintaining high quality standards has never been more important and that it
is not an optional extra for any organisation. Many organisations abiding by
the quality management principles continually improve performance over the
long term by focusing on customers, while addressing the needs of all other
stakeholders.
By the nature of the childcare sector, quality assurance is essential. Parents
and children need to know that they are using high quality childcare and
providers need to know and to demonstrate that they are offering a quality
service. It has been shown that settings holding a robust portfolio as part of
their quality assurance scheme have had good Ofsted Inspection reports.
The quality assurance schemes are effective in ensuring that customers’
requirements are met. They set out clear standards of quality for all aspects
of a setting, including staffing, premises, health and safety, and especially
relationships with children, parents and the wider community. The schemes
provide a framework of quality indicators, giving settings goals to aspire to that
helps the setting continually improve its practice. No scheme runs indefinitely
and has to be revisited and renewed at least every three years.
There are government standards relating to childcare suppliers. The national
standards represent a baseline of quality below which no provider may fall.
However, they are also intended to underpin a continuous improvement in
quality in all settings.
There are 14 national standards. Each standard describes a particular quality
outcome, and is accompanied by a set of supporting criteria giving information
about how that outcome is to be achieved. Regulations under the Children Act
require providers (technically the registered person in each setting) to meet
the 14 standards and to have regard to the supporting criteria. The law also
requires Ofsted to have regard to both the standards and criteria.
The national standards do not override the need for providers to comply with
other legislation such as that covering health and safety, food hygiene, fire or
planning requirements.
The criteria differ between each of the five categories of day care and
childminding provision:






full day care
sessional day care
crèches
out of school care
childminding
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Somerset County Council Children’s Services take responsibility for ensuring
such provision is registered as required and that the quality standards are
met.
9.1.2 Other Play Service Quality Schemes
There are no similar requirements that other play settings must adhere to
quality standards. However a number of schemes are being developed to
encourage good practice in providing quality play opportunities. For example,
London Play has developed Quality in Play which is a quality assurance
scheme based around assessing a wide range of areas such as:
i) The play environment – meeting the play needs of children
 Physical & personal health & safety
 Opening times and days
 A warm and welcoming environment
 Choice and range of activities
 Children’s involvement
 Play environment audit
 Equalities and inclusion
 Information, notices and displays
 Behavioural boundaries
ii) Management
 Clear aims, objectives and values
 The management committee
 Project management
 Financial management
 Staff and volunteers
 Qualifications and training
 Families and the community
 Peer observation
These schemes tend to be best suited to ongoing supervised play provision
such as staffed Adventure Playgrounds and open access staffed Children’s
centres. In addition such schemes may be of value to childcare settings who
wish to further develop the quality of their provision and obtain independent
assessment of their work.




The Play Partnership will explore the potential of offering such a quality
assurance scheme to childcare providers in the District as well as
considering the potential of developing a scheme to cover holiday
playschemes and other such play provision.
All staff and volunteers working with children will be CRB screened in
relation to recruitment and ongoing checks.
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9.1.3 Developing Good Practice - Inclusion for Children with Disabilities
Improving access to play opportunities for children with disabilities has been
identified as a high priority through local consultation.
KIDS, the service delivery charity for disabled children and their families has
developed a number of initiatives to improve the inclusion of disabled
youngsters in play and childcare, for example:
1) Paths to Inclusion – a publication comprised of two parts:




All Of Us - Inclusion Checklist For Settings - outlines good practice for
playworkers, child minders and other childcare staff in including
disabled children, and
All Of Us - Inclusion Framework for Local Authorities - offers ways for
local authorities to move policy into practice in including disabled
children. The checklist developed as part of this will be used by the
Play Partnership as guidance.

Both are intended to support the inclusion of disabled children in mainstream
services for children aged five to 16 years, but are also relevant to settings for
younger children. They are the result of a UK-wide consultation process by
KIDSactive, a division of KIDS, and produced under the Playwork Inclusion
Project contract with the Department for Education and Skills (DfES).
2) Pick & Mix
This publication provides a selection of inclusive games and activities. It
contains many practical ideas, games and activities for all children to enjoy,
while helping to promote the inclusion of disabled children in any play or early
years setting.


The Play Partnership will utilise such models of good practice and
promotes their availability through all providers.

9.1.4 Quality Mark for services for young People
The Department for Education and Skills (DfES) stated its intention to 'explore
with The National Youth Agency and the Local Government Association how it
can best support local authorities in developing their quality assurance
systems' in its Transforming Youth Work document. In his speech to the
Association of Principal Youth and Community Officers (APYCO) in March
2003, the then Minister Ivan Lewis, further explained the commitment to a 'kite
mark for quality in youth provision'.
The YSQM Quality Mark for Services for Young People has been designed as
a management tool to support an organisation's development and
improvement of its quality management systems. It tests the processes and
structures, which are the building blocks of an organisation. By using the selfassessment framework, organisations will be able to check monitoring and
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reviewing procedures and how management information is used to improve
the quality and outcomes of an organisation.
The YSQM enables organisations to look across all their functions. It can
usefully assist them in addressing questions set out in Ofsted's selfassessment. As is the case with other systems, the YSQM is an indicator to
external bodies, including Ofsted, of the rigour which has been brought to
performance management. Commissioning bodies wishing to satisfy
themselves of the quality and solidity of an organisation they may wish to
engage as a service provider could also use it.
This is a bespoke Quality Mark which focuses on work with young people and
the building blocks to sound quality youth work organisations. Its greatest
strength is that is has been commissioned and funded by the DfES, overseen
by The NYA's Quality Action Group (made up from representatives from
Ofsted, Government Office, Voluntary Sector, DfES, The NYA and the
Statutory Sector) and designed with the participative input of fifteen youth
work organisations.


The youth service and the voluntary sector play partners will promote
the take up of YSQM Quality Mark for Services for Young People (or a
similar well-recognised and appropriate Quality Assurance scheme) by
relevant organisations.

9.2 Quality Standards and Good Practice – Play Facilities
9.2.1 Design Principles, Risk, and Challenge
Any Play Space should be designed to encourage as wide a variety of play
activities as possible. In relation to the various types of play highlighted in
Best Play the following general observations can be made on potential
implications for the design of play space.
Type of Play
Symbolic Play - play which allows
control, gradual exploration and
increased understanding, without
the risk of being out of one's depth.

Rough and Tumble Play - close
encounter play to do with touching,
tickling, gauging relative strength,
and discovering physical flexibility
and the exhilaration of display.

Socio-dramatic
Play
the
enactment of real and potential
experiences of an intense personal,
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Design implications/ideas
Using pieces of timber to symbolise a person;
interactive and tactile equipment, bark, sand,
water, planting, and materials with different
smells, surfaces and colours. Ground modelling
would provide different contours and imaginative
ways of getting around the equipment.
This requires open spaces of different sizes with
strong barriers of differing character between
them. It will involve climbing using ropes, nets,
different heights and demarcation of posts etc to
encourage king of the castle type games. The
equipment must be appealing to all age groups,
so different levels are to be encouraged offering
greater challenge.
This requires symbolic places to be created with
platforms, seat and table like structures, possibly
murals depicting people as they open up
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social, domestic or interpersonal
nature. For example, playing at
house, going to the shops, being
mothers and fathers, organising a
meal or even having a row.
Social Play - play during which the
rules and criteria for social
engagement and interaction can be
revealed, explored and amended.
For example, any social or
interactive situation, which contains
an expectation on all parties that
they will abide by the rules or
protocols,
i.e.
games,
conversations, making something
together.

discussions between children and young people.
The opportunity to control their own play space
by enabling children and young people to den
build or make changes to their play environment.

Creative Play - play which allows a
new response, the transformation of
information, awareness of new
connections, with an element of
surprise. For example, enjoying
creation with a range of materials
involving loose or
moveable
materials.
Dramatic Play - play which
dramatises events in which the child
is not a direct participator. For
example presentation of a TV show,
an event on the street, a religious or
festive event, even a funeral.
Deep Play - play which allows the
child to encounter risky or even
potentially
life
threatening
experiences, to develop survival
skills and conquer fear. Often
involving high level work involving
climbing, swinging, sliding and
balancing
Exploratory play - play to access
factual information consisting of
manipulative behaviours such as
handling, banging or objects. For
example, engaging with an object or
area and, either by manipulation or
movement, assessing its properties,
possibilities and content.

Play that stimulates the senses; equipment that
provides tactile materials, makes different
sounds, uses colours and shades, is at different
levels and uses different shapes and contours.
An opportunity to take part in transforming the
environment.

Seats and seat like structures on which to perch
and interact. These need to at different scales to
cater for all age groups including teenagers. It
could include woven natural materials such as
willow, changing the flow of sand or water,
together with plaques to explain the problem.

Enclosed spaces are needed where children feel
safe to explore their drama. This could be in an
amphitheatre shape with raised banks trees and
natural screening, with moveable equipment and
'hidden areas'.
Leaping onto an aerial runway, balancing on a
high beam, trim trails, rope work, climbing
apparatus, fast spinning equipment
and
adventure trails, skate ramps, boulders that can
be jumped across

Creative use of the environment is essential in
providing exploratory play, loose materials such
as sand, bark and water help to facilitate this
style of play.

Fantasy play and Imaginative play Imaginative structures are
- play which rearranges the world in colours, shapes and surfaces
the child's way; a way, which is
unlikely to occur or where the
conventional rules, which govern the
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physical world, do not apply. For
example, playing at being a pilot
flying around the world.
Locomotor play - movement in any
and every direction for its own sake.
For example, sliding, balancing,
rocking, swinging, climbing, hide
and seek.
Mastery play - control of the
physical and affective ingredients of
the environments.

A variety of spaces and structures are required
but could include handicaps to an activity in the
form of mobility or visual impediments eg pulling
the body through cylinders and the creative use
of mirrors.
Areas where digging holes, changing the course
of streams, constructing shelters, building fires
are allowed. Strength challenges where logs
could be rolled over different terrain,
to
encourage the competitive spirit and so
challenging the individual to better their own
performance.

A play area developed to accommodate various types of play should be rich and
varied and is likely to include some or all of the following elements:
 safe overlooked spaces using trees, hedges, fences, wooden walls etc,
 significant changes of level creating mounds, elevated places and also
places where water collects temporarily
 many structures - posts, balance beams and some formal play equipment
 natural materials and surfaces planting grass stones, boulders, gravel,
sand etc
 Patterns incorporated into the design and places for messages
At a practical level the play area will also take into account the requirements of
those with disabilities and provide appropriate impact absorbing surfaces. All
play equipment will conform to appropriate European standards and a risk
assessment will be carried out on all natural features. Fencing (metal) will be
needed where dog exclusion is essential, where sand and water is included and
where there are hazards nearby.

9.2.2 Play in the wider public environment




In relation to future housing developments, full account will be taken of
elements of residential design and the design of public open space early in
the planning cycle to specifically recognise the needs of children and
young people as key users of public open space and the outdoor
environment. This will involve considerations such as Secured by Design
principles, homezones, seating and meeting places within the
development, as well as provision of specific play and youth facilities.
Secured by Design principles will be adopted in relation to all new play
provision and refurbishments
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9.2.3 Developing Good Practice - Inclusion for Children with Disabilities
All children do not need to access play spaces in the same way but they are
all fundamentally entitled to go out to play. Good design of public play spaces
is needed in order to make this possible. Each child is different – not every
piece of equipment in a play space needs to be accessible to every child but
access to the social experience of play is key.
In 2003 the Office of the Deputy Prime Minister (ODPM) published Developing
Accessible Play Space - A Good Practice Guide. The key recommendation of
the guide is that providers “should concentrate on making the environment fit
the child” and the guide notes that “there is no need to focus on impairment
specific issues – rather identify the obstacles to play for any child who might
wish to access the play space and think about ways to circumvent them”.
The good practice guide provides examples of how careful attention to design
can help to ensure that play spaces are inclusive, comfortable and appealing
to disabled children and their families.


9.3

The Play Partnership will promote Developing Accessible Play Space A Good Practice Guide and all members will apply the guidance in
relation to refurbishments and new play provision.
Towards Local Standards (to be included
Development Framework) – Play Facilities



in

the

Local

The District Council will adopt the standards for play facilities outlined
in the play strategy. The standards will be used as a guide to inform
the future planning and provision of facilities, whist allowing flexibility to
meet local needs.

It is very important that these standards should embrace three components:


Quantity: how much should be provided to meet the needs of a
population of a certain size?



Quality: what sorts of opportunities should be provided?



Accessibility: how close to home should provision be (both in time
and distance), and what are the other factors that might enable or
impede access to and use of provision?

Further guidance on the provision and application of the standards is given in
section 7.2.
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10

Evaluation

10.1 Monitoring and review
In order to monitor the implementation of the strategy and to review its
progress, there will be regular reports, as relevant, to District Council
committees and local forums and organisations. Overall performance will be
monitored, evaluated and reviewed regularly by the Play Partnership.
10.2 Performance Indicators
The Action Plan provides performance measures to aid monitoring and
evaluation. In addition a number of general performance indicators for play
have been drawn up based upon recent research undertaken by the
Children’s Play Council (Appendix 9).


The Play Partnership endorses the adoption of the local performance
indicators detailed in Appendix 9 (which will be reviewed annually).
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11

The Action Plan

The Action Plan provides a framework for implementing the recommendations
of the Play Strategy over a 5 year period highlighting actions over that period
with a short, medium or long-term timeframe.
The plan is structured within the framework of the Children and Young
People’s Plan and its five main outcomes. The plan highlights specific tasks
relating to each individual Policy Statement in the Play strategy. For each
Action Point a lead role is assigned thereby identifying responsibility for
delivery.
The Action Plan provides a list of outline projects and outputs linked to a set
timetable. The Plan also identifies key partners and indications of the level of
funding required to implement the actions.
The Action Plan is produced as a separate document and will be reviewed on
an annual basis. It is included here as Appendix 10 of the Strategy.
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